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1. Abstrakt 
 
Opgaven handler om arealanvendelse i marginalområder, især med henblik på hvilke forhindringer og 
udfordringer, marginalområderne står overfor i forbindelse med planlægning. Derfor lægger vi vægt på, 
hvilke overvejelser og dilemmaer der er afgørende for arealanvendelse i marginalområder. I opgaven 
undersøger vi to områder: Lolland Kommune i Danmark og regionen Venise Verte i Frankrig. Områderne 
betragtes som marginalområder, ikke kun geografisk eller i forhold til afstand fra centrale områder, men også 
i forhold til befolkningsstruktur, arbejdsløshed og uddannelse. Dette underbygges i opgaven ved hjælp af 
statistikker. Statistikkerne indikerer også, at Lolland Kommune er mere marginaliseret end Venise Verte, 
fordi der er en mangel på vækst i antallet af arbejdspladser og fordi Lolland Kommune har et dårligere 
image. 
 
For at forstå de nuværende dilemmaer indenfor planlægning, er det vigtigt at forstå, hvilke natursyn der 
eksisterer i planlægning i dag, ikke kun på en lokal skala men også på et nationalt niveau. De forskellige 
natursyn kan groft inddeles i to kategorier: Vildhedsparadigmet og Kulturlandskabsparadigmet. Vi 
undersøger yderligere natursyn i et historisk og teoretisk perspektiv inklusiv vores eget natursyn og kan 
således konkludere, at vores til dels romantiske natursyn måske ikke er realistisk i forhold til 
marginalområder. Vi diskuterer, hvilket natursyn der kan udledes fra den egentlige planlægning for at forstå, 
hvilke overvejelser og hensyn der har den højeste værdi. I den forbindelse undersøger vi fire konkrete 
projekter (Marinapark, sommerhus områder, Realdania projektet og cykelplanen) og konkluderer, at 
økonomisk vækst i de fleste tilfælde har den højeste prioritet i forhold til miljøhensyn.  
 
Desuden sammenligner vi den danske og den franske organisatoriske struktur for at forstå, hvilke regler og 
love der skal respekteres i forhold til arealanvendelse. Derudover undersøger vi, hvilke udfordringer den 
danske struktur reform står overfor og hvad denne udfordring betyder i praksis. I denne forbindelse har vi 
interviewet en teamleder fra Teknik og Miljø afdelingen i Lolland Kommune for at få en bedre forståelse af, 
hvordan den egentlige arealanvendelse føres ud i virkeligheden. Ud fra interviewet og fra de lokale projekter 
konkluderer vi, at sagsbehandlerne, som dagligt tager sig af de miljømæssige aspekter i Lolland Kommune, 
ikke sætter spørgsmålstegn ved den overordnede miljøpolitik i disse bestemte tilfælde. De administrative 
procedurer er nødt til at overholde den nuværende lovgivning.  
 
Afslutningsvis diskuterer vi præcis, hvilke dilemmaer og problemer Lolland Kommune står overfor nu og i 
fremtiden, og vi konstaterer, at de fleste projekter i Lolland Kommune og i regionen Venise Verte planlægges 
for at styrke den økonomiske vækst, hvilket realistisk set vil forringe biodiversiteten i områderne. Til sidst 
overvejer vi, hvilke muligheder den danske og den franske organisatoriske struktur åbner op for i forhold til 
miljømæssige forhold.   
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1. Abstract 
 
This paper deals with land use planning in marginal areas and particularly what obstacles and challenges 
these areas face in regard to planning. The main focus is therefore what considerations and what dilemmas 
govern land use planning in marginal areas. The two areas examined in this paper are Lolland Commune in 
Denmark and the region of Venise Verte in France. These areas are regarded as marginal areas as the 
presented statistics will show, not only geographically or in regard to distance from center areas, but also in 
regard to population structure, unemployment and education. The statistics indicate that Lolland Commune 
show a higher degree of marginalization than Venise Verte, this is so because of the lack of growth in 
number of workplaces and because Lolland Commune has a worse image.  
 
In order to understand the present planning dilemmas, it is important which views of nature exist within 
today’s planning not just on a local scale but also on a national level. The different views of nature can be 
divided roughly into two categories, which are the “wilderness paradigm” and the “cultural landscape 
paradigm”. Additionally we examine the history of the philosophy of nature and our own view of nature and 
conclude that our romanticized view of nature might not be realistic in relation to marginal areas. We discuss 
what view of nature can be inferred from the actual planning in order to understand what considerations are 
valued the highest. In during so we examine four concrete projects (the marinapark, the summerhouses, the 
Realdania project and the bicycle plan) and infer that economic growth in most cases is the number one 
priority above environmental considerations.   
 
Additionally we compare the Danish and French organizational structure to understand what rules and 
regulations must be respected in regard to land use planning. Furthermore we examine what changes the 
Danish structural reform involves and what this change means in practice. In this connection we have 
interviewed a teamleader from the Technical and Environmental Department in Lolland Commune for a 
better understanding of how the actual land use planning is implemented in Lolland Commune. From the 
interview and from the local projects we conclude that the officials in Lolland Commune, the ones who on a 
daily basis take care of the environmental aspects, do not question the overall environmental policy in these 
particular cases. The administrative procedures have to comply with the present legislation.   
 
The final chapter discusses what dilemmas and problems Lolland Commune faces now and in the future and 
we determine that most of the projects in Lolland Commune and the region of Venise Verte are planned in 
order to boost the economic growth and which realistically will decrease the biodiversity in the areas. Finally 
we determine which possibilities the Danish- and French organizational structure initiate or provide in relation 
to the environmental considerations. 
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2. Preface 
This project is thought of as a comparative study of the areaplanning in practice in two marginal areas and 
an additionally an evaluation of the two different planning authorities' views of nature that appears from 
looking at four concrete examples of areaplanning. We have chosen the new commune of Lolland in the 
south of Denmark and an area of similar size, Venise Verte, in France.  
 
Lolland commune is a separate administrative entity, whereas Venise Verte is a geographical area located 
under several administrative levels, the Community Agglomeration of Niort (CAN), the Parc of Marais-
Poitevin and the Department of Deux-Sèvres. Due to the dissimilarity that Venise Verte is not an 
administrative unit in itself, it was difficult to obtain statistics and an interview equivalent to the one with 
Lolland Commune. The availability of information of Danish statistics, the structure and different 
areaplanning projects has lead to an increased focus on Lolland where, as one might learn from reading the 
project, Venise Verte plays a smaller part than first intended. Specifically this unbalance appears with the 
projects' large focus on the changes and problems in connection to the Danish structural reform of 2007, we 
could have dealt more with the emerging and development of strategies of public management in Europe, 
and discussed the structures of the two countries from that angle. Still we understand and use the Danish 
organizational structure as an expression for that general development towards privatisation, market-
orientation and public participation. Furthermore the unbalance appears in the treatment of areaplanning in 
practice, where we have obtained three projects in Denmark and only one in France.  
Examining the administrative structures and planning practices in different countries require a larger and in 
our opinion more qualified perspective to understanding the way areaplanning takes place in both countries. 
This perspective is given through the fact that comparing one routine with another in itself questions, in this 
case, the routine, which here is the areaplanning in practice under certain organizational structures.  
 
We have sought with the project to highlight some of the dilemmas of areaplanning today in Lolland 
commune and Venise Verte. In terms of general use of the project, we see that the conclusions we reach 
about dealing with dilemmas and conflicting interests in areaplanning are typical and thus relevant in other 
area administrations as well. The emphasize is on the marginality of the areas and how challenges 
connected to that position are pressuring the decision making and the valuation of the dilemmas into a more 
anthropocentric and strategic direction.  
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3. Problem area 
 
”Siden Kommunalreformen trådte i kraft ved årsskiftet har 
 kommunerne haft ansvaret for at passe på Danmarks 
 natur efter de nedlagte amter. Nu melder Kommunernes  
Landsforening (KL) ud, at kommunerne ikke magter opgaven”  
(http://www.dn.dk/sw75578.asp). 
(”Since the Commune Reform became effective at the  
turn of the year, the communes have had responsibility  
for protecting the Danish nature following the defunct  
counties. Now the Communes National Association (KL)  
announce that the communes are not up for the task”). 
. 
 
 
The 1st of January 2007 the new Danish Structure Reform became effective and as a result there has been 
an extensive reorganization of the Danish administration. In the Plan Act the counties and the regionplans 
are abolished. The regionplans included overall, administrative guidelines for instance about land use, 
groundwater, industrial areas, infrastructure, nature protection and raw materials and so on and from the 1st 
of January 2007 all these leading guidelines are to be written into the communeplans. The regionplans are 
partly replaced by the regional development plans, but these new plans will only serve as strategic and 
overall visions and are not binding framework laws for the communes as the regionplans used to be.  
 
One of the main concerns dealt with in this project is the concern connected to the environment and the fact 
that, specifically in the Danish context, the responsibility of environmental management is moved from the 
counties to the communes. Many issues and concerns stems from exactly that decentralization of power: are 
the new communes capable of handling great environmental issues and do the communes have enough 
resources and specialist expertise to deal with problems not just within the communes, but also on a regional 
and future level? And in which way are the communes going to handle this increase of responsibility and 
authority?  
 
Another concern has to do with the changes of the Nature Protection Act, which will empower the communes 
to decide what is covered under general protection resolutions and in the meantime it gives the communes 
the competence to exempt from the very same resolutions. The critique in this area is that this empowerment 
might have a negative influence on the environment given that the communes have great interests in 
industry- and urban development. Notably this contradiction between the communes' interests in their own 
financial survival and their increased authority in the field of environmental protection are of great concern. 
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According to the Environmental Target Act the state will become the only regulatory authority of water 
districts and Natura 2000, which means that the state has to make waterplans and natureplans with 
objectives, action programs and additionally supervise monitoring. In addition the communes are in charge of 
the active planning and have the authority to decide the means, which are needed to comply with the limits 
and objectives set by the state. The regions are functioning as coordinator and mediator of the communes' 
active planning, but do not have the legal authority or knowledge resources to fulfill these activities. An 
example is the communes' new responsibility of VVM (Vurderinger af Virkninger på Miljøet/Valuations of the 
effects on the environment) and the relatively new law of elaborating Environmental Assessments of plans 
and programs, which amongst other new responsibilities is a third concern, if the communes even have the 
adequately knowledge and resources.  
 
The suggested Environment Protection Act changes the practice of approval and inspection of Danish 
industrial companies, in the way that the communes will have the majority of responsibility of approving and 
supervising potentially polluting companies and therefore this change might cause a disparagement of the 
arm’s length principle concerning the notion that impartial critique of polluting companies functions better 
with some distance between the controlling authority. A fourth major concern of the consequences of the 
structural reform is if local economic and political interests in attracting workplaces and companies will be at 
the expense of environmental protection.  
  
These are some of the future reflections and worries in the Danish planning. What we will focus on in this 
paper is especially the management of the open land in relation to the new structural changes and what 
consequences the reform had on the practical commune planning in Denmark and France with the starting 
point in the Danish structural changes. Additionally we examine what view of nature that governs 
environmental planning in Lolland and Venise Verte, particularly the conflicts between environmental 
concerns and the need for economical growth. Briefly we will look upon this perception of nature in Danish 
environmental politics through the concept of sustainable development. A concept, which is thought of by the 
EU and the governments as a valid correlation between economic growth and natural protection but which 
from another viewpoint may seem like incompatible sizes.  
 
With this conflict of the practical planning and the normative ideals of protected nature in mind, we base our 
paper on planning in marginal areas, where the conflict between environment and economic is greater 
outlined than in areas with a stronger economy and general better conditions.  
 
The two areas are Lolland Commune in southern Denmark and the region of Venise Verte in the western 
part of France. Both areas are located far from center areas and are characterized by general outskirts 
problematics as slow economic development, decline in population, unbalanced population structure and the 
moving out of highly educated people. These two areas faces major challenges in the future and we want to 
understand what parameters the communes consider when planning for growth and what kind of value they 
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place on aspects like nature, the residents in the areas, tourism and business. However, the areas already 
possess valuable potentials like peace and quiet, free space, nature, a feeling of local community and rural 
idyll and these are some of the parameters which can be used strategically in the planning.   
 
Based on these two areas we have chosen three concrete projects in Denmark and one in France. The 
establishment of a marinapark, an extension of a summerhouse area and a private-public partnership of 
village development in Lolland, and in the end a bicycle plan in Venise Verte. We can understand, by looking 
at these current projects in different stadiums in the planning process, what legislation and regulations 
Lolland Commune and Venise Verte have to abide by. The projects are chosen because of their actuality 
and their obvious effects on local environment. With this we examine what kind of values the communes 
place on nature and if, or in which way, the wish for local economic growth exceeds environmental 
considerations. 
Finally we discuss what view of nature governs the planning in both Lolland and Venise Verte and how the 
organizational structures are valuated in regards to the normative or to some extent romanticized view of 
nature that we are arguing for in this project.  
 
We have a double approach in order to understanding the field outlined above. Thus we start from a 
philosophical angle by looking at ways of understanding nature. The other approach is through the structural, 
legislative and more material side of the problem of environmental issues in areaplanning. Our means of 
achieving the necessary information have been carrying out interviews with leading officials in both 
administrative bodies and gathering statistics from France and Denmark. 
 
The overall question sought to be answered with in this project are expressed in the following problem 
formulation:  
 
 
 
In which way can we say that marginal areas' interest in economic growth exceeds the interest of 
taking care of nature and environment?  
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4. View of nature  
 
4.1 Understanding views of nature in areaplanning 
 
This section presents an attempt of a framework that we can use to understand the different approaches, 
practices and views of nature that can be said to underlie the areaplanning in Lolland and Venise Verte.  
 
Two extreme viewpoints have been identified from the practical planning in nature management, the 
"wilderness paradigm" and the "cultural landscape paradigm". They are referred to as paradigms, but in 
planning and nature management these motifs are intermingled and, as we will discuss later, they exist in 
different variations in the same planning projects and political visions at the same time. As our discussion 
and conclusion will show, areaplanning in the two case communes and the motifs of the examined planning 
projects, express a mixed and antagonistic view of nature, where sometimes nature's wildness and 
untouchedness by humans is emphasized and sometimes the view that nature is connected to a cultural 
dimension and is a value through people's experience of it. We seek to place the view of nature that appears 
in the four examples of areaplanning in relation to these two ideal types. Through such an analysis we can 
reach an understanding of how the philosophy or view of nature in different public administrations in two 
countries with different structures influence and affect the surrounding environment. To a certain extent we 
will then be able to valuate the ways in which areaplanning in which country has the affects on nature that 
this project argues for. 
 
Reading this paper one should keep in mind that we ourselves as authors of this paper are influenced by a 
certain view of nature. Our view of nature will colour the way we examine or question every dilemma or 
practice regarding nature protection throughout the paper. Principally we take the stand, which can be 
identified as the "wilderness paradigm" or the ecocentric view of nature, that nature has its own justification 
for existing and should not be an instrument for fulfilling the desires of humans. As you may learn reading 
this paper we modify our view of nature towards a more practical concept of nature as we examine the four 
specific examples of areaplanning, though we keep the criticism that areaplanning, as is seems prescribed in 
the Danish structural reform and the land use administration in Venise Verte, should not fall completely to the 
conviction that nature and nature management solely is an object for achieving economic growth. Thus we 
criticise that today's areaplanning, as we see it through the administrative structures and through the four 
concrete cases, shows a tendency in the administration's perception of nature that we fear could lead to a 
poorer condition of nature, in the way that it is more affected by humans. We believe that effects by humans 
can be positive when regulation and interaction has the motif of so to say protecting nature from it self, by for 
instance cutting down on the giant hogweed to secure "well functioning" biosystems, as is understood 
through available knowledge of biosystems. We understand the negative effects of humans as the regulation 
and construction of nature areas with the focus of attracting economic resources, which again we fear could 
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lead to a twisted and disrespectful relationship with nature, where we would think that we are superior and 
more powerful than nature. The difference between the positive and negative influences on nature caused by 
areaplanning is the motifs behind planning projects. The motifs or reasons for regulating nature could be 
immaterial or material. Immaterial reasons for nature regulations have to do with an ethical claim that people 
have a responsibility for protecting nature for its own right and immaterial in the way that reasons for 
planning projects can be about people's experiences of the un-planned nature (Erjnæs 2004:14). The 
material reasons for regulation and nature planning is using the natural resources in the production of goods, 
as in agricultural and other types of industry. A material reason towards regulation in environment has to do 
with people's basic need for water, air and soil that is somewhat pure, and thus that biodiversity or the 
experience of a diverse nature is not directly considered a material necessity for the survival of humans 
(Erjnæs 2004:14). We understand material reasons for nature regulations in a somewhat different way, 
where a material reason for a planning project is seen as the wish of extracting something that is physical 
and material from the planning. In the four case projects, as the discussion will elaborate, it is tourism and 
thus economic growth for the local areas. In a broader view a material outcome of areaplanning has to do 
with culture and that regulating nature will improve the local life in the villages, as the case of the rural district 
development project. The outcome of areaplanning is sought to be of material character as an increase in 
population, increased number of workplaces and overall economic growth in Lolland and Venise Verte. The 
motif is strategic in the way that it is consciously carried through for the benefit of people and culture, where 
nature is seen as something developed in connection to and through the activities and tendencies in culture. 
Generally we use two different views of nature to understand the consequences of areaplanning today, the 
"wilderness paradigm" and the "cultural landscape paradigm".  
 
The idea of the "Wildernessparadigm" 
 
This "paradigm" and understanding of nature in nature management is a notion that wild and untouched 
nature still exists eventhough nature through time has been affected by people's utilisation of it. The 
paradigm values the 'least' affected nature as having the greatest quality and thus is more worth protecting 
and planning towards than other types of nature.  
 
"Ifølge "vildhedsparadigmet" skal naturen I vores landskab forstås som 
resterne af en oprindelig nature, der har overlevet menneskets transformation 
af landskab og levesteder, og naturforvaltningen bør følgelig prioritere fri 
dynamik og vild natur, hvor dette er muligt" (Ejrnæs 2004:36). 
("According to the "wildernessparadigm" nature in our landscape has to be 
understood as the leftovers from an original nature, that has survived human's 
transformation of landscape and habitats, and that nature management thus 
should prioritise the free dynamics and wild nature where it is possible"). 
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The way that the least affected nature is prioritised stems from the paradigm's biological and ethical rationale 
and viewpoint. It understands the concept of nature from an evolutionary viewpoint where the effects 
humans have had through time is seen as immense and "unnatural", and that humans need to restrain 
themselves by leaving most possible areas to it self – to its "natural" development. The paradigm represents 
an idea of humans and nature being contradictory and the concept of nature is thus a normative valuation 
that nature in free development is worth more than nature affected by humans.  
 
"Wilderness paradigm" in practice 
 
The paradigm has met the critique of disliking humans and prioritising nature over humans, but the paradigm 
emphasizes that untouched nature is a value for the sake of people, because of the different experiences 
that wild nature offers in the contrast of regulated and constructed nature.  
 
Though this paradigm might seem extreme, it is seen continuously in varying degrees in nature management 
in many places around the world, like Canada, USA and Australia (Ejrnæs 2004:38). Practical nature 
management in this paradigm basis itself on scientific examinations of how nature would have developed 
without the impact of humans and the projects and visions of an administration would seek to re-establish or 
secure the existence of (the leftovers of) this type of nature.  
 
The idea of the "cultural landscape paradigm" 
 
According to this paradigm or way of understanding the relation between human and nature, have land use 
and especially farming through time elaborated and affected nature into what we see today. The types of 
nature that it wishes to conserve are all affected by the activities of humans. The cultural landscape 
paradigm is not dealing with a concept of untouched and original nature, instead nature is seen as a "cultural 
landscape" emerged through human activities in the area. In contrast to the wilderness paradigm, it does not 
see humans and nature as a dichotomy, put as both intertwined and both affecting each other. The paradigm 
does not present an "anything goes" view of nature, where all nature anyway is affected by humans, and 
thus can legitimise pollution and other effects.  
In a historical context it is only since the immense urbanisation and industrialisation that people realize, that 
there is something they need to protect. Thus it deals with varying degrees of human impact on different 
types of nature, why it has the notion of 'leftovers' of naturetypes, where the idea of good nature 
management is represented: 
 
"God naturforvaltning bør dreje sig om at tage vare på og udvikle de rester eller 
levn af forskellige naturtyper, som findes I det dominerende industrialiserede 
og til stor del urbaniserede agrare landskab, som karakteriserer Danmark i 
dag" (Näsman og Odgaard 2004:43). 
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("Good management of nature should deal with and develop the leftovers of 
different types of nature that exist in the dominating and urbanised farming 
landscape, which characterizes Denmark today"). 
 
The perception of "leftovers" above refers to types of nature that has not been involved actively in an 
industrialized production like fields and extraction of raw material. Talking of 'leftovers' of different types of 
nature refers to people's perception and possibilities for usage of nature and the notion of biodiversity as 
parameters for the "good" and protection-worthy nature. The paradigm wishes to conserve the diverse and 
interesting mixture of naturetypes. It has no striving towards unregulated nature, because it believes that free 
development of nature would destroy the values and appreciated types of nature as the open deciduous 
forests, meadows and heaths. Unregulated nature would lead to dark, dense and impassable pine forests 
and the takeover of other of the aggressive types of plants for instance, as mentioned earlier, the giant 
hogweed and rose hip. From this paradigm's viewpoint nature would loose some of its value if it was left to 
free development.   
 
The "cultural landscape paradigm" in practice 
 
The paradigm recognizes that what is perceived as "good" nature is a subjective idea, and management and 
protection of these types of nature requires knowledge of the public's view and their need for experiences in 
nature and outdoor life (Näsman og Odgaard 2004:48). The paradigm speaks for a nature of "high quality" in 
the everyday life of people: 
 
"Kulturlandskabsparadigmets grundsyn er, at man skal kunne finde natur af høj 
kvalitet også i de hverdagslandskaber, som er ramme for de menneskers 
daglige liv og fritid" (Näsman og Odgaard 2004:48). 
(”The basic view of the ”cultural landscape paradigm” is that one should be 
able to find nature of a high quality also in everyday landscapes. Landscapes 
which set the framework for peoples daily life and leisure”).  
 
This is one of the distinctions between the two paradigms that appear in the practical planning, and as we 
will show later that nature is a scene or a stage of the cultural landscapes of humans and exist through the 
purpose for us to elaborate it, where and in which shape we please. Nature is an instrument for achieving 
better life quality for people. We will see how this view of regulations of nature as an instrument for achieving 
something else and how it is dominating the view that nature is protected for its own reasons with no 
intentions of economic or other material achievements. The later discussion of areaplanning will touch into 
the notions of immaterial and material reasons that can underlie the different planning projects. 
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4.2 The history of philosophy of nature  
 
Humans have always had different views of nature, which influence the way we treat and manage the 
environment. Different views of nature express the nature insight at a particular time. Nature insight is the 
idea and understanding of how nature can be exploited and what nature is worth. A view of nature is not 
something static, but changes over time. Each individual view of nature forms throughout life given 
information and experiences, therefore our understanding of nature reflect our identity in relation to nature. 
In this section we examine the history of philosophy of nature and our own view of nature. In the end we 
discuss the changes of view of nature within Danish environmental politic, which for most parts are the same 
changes as within French environmental politic.    
    
Ancient time  
 
In Denmark in the Early Stone Age (11000-4000 BC) the view on nature was obviously very different from 
today. Humans saw themselves as a part of nature and that everything connected to nature had a soul 
(animism). This view on nature reflects mans dependence on nature. For these people nature must have 
been a space in which people lived their daily lives, where nature provided survival, but at the same time sat 
the limits for life. 
This changed however when people started to cultivate the land (ca. 4000 BC). Suddenly people were not 
dependent on hunting and fishing, but could create enough resources by growing the land and using animal 
husbandry. Nature was divided into wild and domesticated nature. There was still a big dependence on 
climate, but people learned to control the land.  
In the Middle Ages (1050-1536 AD) the ‘old’ ways to understand nature were replaced by the Christian ideas 
based on Genesis. Here humans are conceived as independent relative to nature. Before the farmers felt 
some kind of belonging to the land, but in the Middle Ages this was replaced by a more instrumental view of 
nature. Nature was now something that could be exploited and profited from (Ejrnæs et al 2002:9ff).   
 
 
The Renaissance 
 
The wild nature remains something mystifying, but from the 15-17th century a process of demystification 
leads to the belief that the wilderness was useless and that the cultivated land was the ideal. The city wall 
became the border between the uncultivated and the cultivated.  
In the 15th century nature was still considered as wild, but also that everything in nature had symbolic value 
because the elements was a part of God himself. Nature appeared using the senses and this created a 
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connection between the human spirit and God. In this period Copernicus (1473-1543)1 developed the idea 
that the sun, not the earth, was the center of the planetary system. This theory was presented by Galilee 
(1564-1642)2, who developed the theory that the order of nature was mechanic (Oustrup 2004:45-47).  
This view was adopted by Bacon (1561-1626)3 and Descartes (1596-1650)4, who conceived nature as 
material elements in motion (Oustrup 2004:46). Descartes believed that the only basis for sure knowledge 
was deduction: nature was given to humans by God and to understand nature, nature was subjected to a 
scientific examination. Descartes stated:  
 
“I have described the earth, and all the visible world, as if it were a machine”   
(Pearson 2001:32-33).  
 
This view of nature resulted in a greater division between nature and culture.  
 
The Age of Enlightenment 
 
In the age of enlightenment Voltaire (1694-1778)5 criticized the church and disagreed with the notion of 
religion as a way to understand the world. He fought actively Descartes’ rationalistic view of nature 
(Politikens filosofi leksikon:457). Voltaire believed in God as creator, but that God could not intervene in the 
cause of history. Therefore nature was not a way to come closer to God but an opportunity to find yourself.      
 
Romanticism 
 
In the 18th century with the modern urbanization the growing middle class had more and more influence in 
society and became financial independent of agriculture. Nature was romanticized and used recreational by 
those who had the time and resources. This change in understanding nature resulted in a transformation 
from the French baroque-garden to the ‘wild’ English park. The period opened the way for a more aesthetic 
view of nature. In 1757 Burke (1729-1797)6 published his work: “Enquiry into the Origin of our Ideas of the 
Sublime and Beautiful”, where he describes how nature, aesthetics and individuality are connected and how 
our view of nature determines our actions and self-understanding.  
                                                 
1 Nicolaus Copernicus (1473-1543) was a Polish catholic official, astronomer and doctor.  He argued for a heliocentric 
solar system.  
2 Galileo Galilee (1564-1642) was an Italian philosopher, physicist  and astronomer. He too argued for a heliocentric 
solar system, which brought him in dispute with the church.  
3 Francis Bacon (1561-1626) was an English philosopher, statesman and essayist, but is best known as a philosophical 
advocate and defender of the scientific revolution. 
4 René Descartes (1596-1650) was a highly influential French philosopher, mathematician, scientist and writer. 
5 François-Marie Arouet or Voltaire (1694-1778) was a French Enlightenment writer, deist and philosopher.  
6 Edmund Burke (1729-1797) was an Anglo-Irish statesman, author, orator, political theorist and philosopher.  
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Inspired by Burke, Kant (1724-1804)7 wrote “Kritik der Urteilskraft”, which discusses aesthetic issues. Kant 
meant that if people observe nature aesthetically, we are able to form a dialogue with our environment 
(Politikens filosofi leksikon:233-234). This changed how people viewed nature. Suddenly the individual or 
subject had the ability to understand nature. In other words now feelings and perceptions were valid, which 
formed a more romantic view of nature and open up for an ethical perspective on nature.   
The discussion about nature and aesthetic remained a primary topic among writers, artists and philosophers 
at that time. Schiller (1759-1805)8 determined art as the main intermediary between freedom and nature, 
whereas Hegel (1770-1831) closed the discussion by stating that the aesthetic domain could only concern 
art (Oustrup 2004:52-53).  
 
The Industrialism 
 
In the late 18th century the first agricultural reform and forest regulations were carried through. The renewal 
of the productive land use provided a breeding ground for the romantic view of nature. Natural science 
brought on the first nature conservancies based on an economic argumentation but also ethic and aesthetic 
considerations. The final confrontation with God-given nature came when Darwin (1809-1882)9 put forward 
his theory “On the Origin of Species”, where he established evolution by common descent as the dominant 
scientific explanation of diversification in nature. He later published “The Descent of Man, and Selection in 
Relation to Sex”, where he concluded that humans descended from monkeys and therefore is a part of 
nature (Oustrup 2004:53).  
This brought along a new way to understand nature, which is the functional view of nature. People move 
from the land to the cities and lost contact with the cultivated farm land. It is still the wild and unaffected 
nature, which is the ideal, but instead of seeing nature through romantic eyes, people used scientific 
definitions of nature. Nature was still used recreational as in the 18th century.  
About the turn of the century extensive draining were carried through in the western world along with the 
construction of channels and straightening and damming of rivers to enhance production. This changes the 
landscape into what we see today. The discussion about nature changed from original beauty in nature to 
suppression of nature. Adorno (1903-1969)10 compared nature to the non-produced and determined that 
mans self-assertion resulted in suppression of everything, which is not controlled by man (Politikens filosofi 
leksikon:9-10). In Denmark the same discussion leads to the first law on nature conservation from 1917. The 
idea about conservation is a recovery of the romantic view of nature and a desire to preserve the wild, 
untouched nature. August Mentz11 for instance regrets that culture has repressed:  
                                                 
7 Immanuel Kant (1724-1804) was a German philosopher. He is regarded as one of the most influential thinkers of 
modern Europe and the last major philosopher of the Enlightenment.  
8 Johann Christoph Friedrich (von) Schiller (1759-1805) was a German poet, philosopher, historian and dramatist.  
9 Charles Robert Darwin (1809-1882) was an English naturalist.  
10 Theodor Ludwig Wiesengrund Adorno (1903-1969) was a German sociologist, philosopher and composer. He was a 
member of the Frankfurt School a long with Jürgen Habermas.  
11 August Mentz was a Danish botanist and professor. Member of the Danish Land Development Service and the 
Danish Nature Conservation Council.  
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“Præget af det oprindelige, det urfriske” [til fordel for] ”det, der er dagligdags, 
det altfor trivielle” (Mentz 1909:54-56).   
(“The character of the original, the freshness of ancient [in favour of] what is 
everyday, the far to trivial”).   
 
At the time people distinguish between natural nature and cultural nature, where natural nature was the wild, 
untouched nature and cultural nature was something man-caused or something affected by man.  
 
Today 
 
Today most people define nature by using an ecological angle. Here nature is considered as a whole and as 
society, therefore we are a part of nature. Within ecology there exist two very different understandings of 
nature: the ecocentric and anthropocentric view of nature. According to the ecocentric perception nature 
should not just be preserved for the good of people, but nature has preservation value in itself independent 
of human interests. The anthropocentric view is characterized in that only human themselves have a value. 
All initiatives regarding nature and environment are valued after whether they serve the values, welfare and 
interest of people (Husmer & Jensen 2003:42). The problem with the ecocentric and anthropocentric view of 
nature is that there exists a dualistic relationship between nature and humans. The ecocentric view believes 
that people are subject to nature and the anthropocentric view of nature believes that nature is subject to 
people.   
The ecological view of nature is a reaction to both the view of nature within agriculture, where nature is 
perceived of as only a resource and the functional view of nature, which existed in cities. The reaction to 
these views of nature results from the exploitation of nature resources, which has lead to some degree of 
exhaustion of the land and destruction of the original landscape. Ecology is a break away from the 
perception that nature is an inexhaustible resource and ecology does not distinguish between what is 
beautiful or unsightly nature. Now it is other parameters that create values, where sustainability and 
biodiversity are important concepts.  
 
In a sustainable land use focus is often on economical, ecological and social aspects. Today most planning-
strategies are based on The Brundtland Commission (1987)12, which defines sustainable development as: 
 
 “En udvikling, som opfylder de nuværende generationers behov uden at bringe 
fremtidige generationers mulighed for at opfylde deres behov i fare. (…) I sidste 
                                                 
12 The Brundtland Commission, formally the World Commission on Environment and Development (WCED), known 
by the name of its Chair Gro Harlem Brundtland, was convened by the United Nations in 1983. The commission was 
created to address growing concern about the accelerating deterioration of the human environment and natural resources 
and the consequences of that deterioration for economic and social development. In establishing the commission, the 
UN General Assembly recognized that environmental problems were global in nature and determined that it was in the 
common interest of all nations to establish policies for sustainable development.   
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ende er bæredygtig udvikling dog ikke nogen endegyldig tilstand af harmoni, 
men snarere en ændringsproces, hvor udnyttelsen af ressourcerne, styringen 
af investeringerne, retningen for den teknologiske udvikling og institutionelle 
ændringer kommer i overensstemmelse med fremtidige såvel som nutidige 
behov.” (Udvikling med omtanke – fælles ansvar, 2001:1).  
(“Sustainable development is development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs. 
The concept of needs, in particular the essential needs of the world’s poor, to 
which overriding priority should be given. The idea of limitations imposed by the 
state of technology and social organization on the environment’s ability to meet 
present and future needs”).  
 
The Rio Declaration (1992)13 also defines sustainable development, but this definition focuses on natural 
conditions:  
 
“Bæredygtig udnyttelse af et område er udnyttelsen af dele af biodiversiteten 
på en måde og med en rate, som ikke fører til et langtidsfald I biodiversitet, og 
som dermed opretholder områdets potentiale til at imødekomme behov hos 
nuværende og kommende generationer” (Grau Møller et al 2002:145).   
(”The sustainable use of an area is the use of parts of the biodiversity in a way 
and at a rate, which does not lead to a long-term decline in biodiversity, and 
maintain the areas potential to fulfill the needs of present and future 
generations”).  
 
According to Heino von Meyer14 to understand a sustainable land use one must evaluate the economic 
efficiency, for instance the economic conditions for landscape utilization i.a. agriculture policy. Economic 
efficiency is measured in cash value, that means production but also welfare for livestock and 
natureprotection. Ecological integrity is also important. Integrity means respect and care for the landscape, 
which is possible in connection with a well-considered utilization of the land and the natural resources. The 
social aspect is a democratic view of decision making and includes the need for people to take active part in 
how to utilize and form the land (Meyer 1999:67ff).  
 
Originally nature was an opportunity for survival; today we see a very broad definition of nature, which 
means that each individual has its own concept of nature, for instance opportunity for experience, ethical 
                                                 
13 The Rio Declaration on Environment and Development (Rio Declaration) was a short document produced at the 1992 
United Nations Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED), informally known as the Earth Summit. The 
Rio Declaration consisted 27 principles intended to guide future sustainable development around the world.  
14 Heino von Meyer is Head of Pro Rural Europe research and consultancy in Hamburg. He works for international 
organizations such as the OECD and the EU Commission as well for local initiatives and environmental NGOs.  
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considerations, material welfare or future basis for living. The Danish landscape management also has many 
different views of nature, right from agricultures view of nature as a resource to the idea of nature parks with 
virgin forest and untouched nature. One extreme point is that nature only has a value, in relation to what we 
want to do with it. The other extreme point is that nature has a value in itself, which means that nature has 
some kind of first right instead of people, and that people are subject to nature. 
 
4.3 View of nature in this paper 
 
In what follows we only respond to nature in connection to the more visible conditions for instance land use 
and biodiversity and not to the more or less invisible conditions for instance pollution of air, water and soil. 
Nevertheless there are different interacting factors when talking about biodiversity, which have to be talking 
into consideration. That is for instance the less visible conditions: water, climate and soil.  
In this paper we want to understand which views of nature decides how we manage environmental issues in 
marginal areas and what kind of value we ascribe to nature. Should we preserve nature because it has a 
value in itself or is the competition for economic growth more important than environmental considerations?  
 
In the literature on land use and biodiversity one comes across the term ‘sustainable development’ time and 
again. Sustainable development means to improve the economic conditions and at the same time protect the 
local and global natural resources. The term is highly controversial because it is considered to be an 
umbrella concept with many different aspects. In other words it is an intangible concept with many different 
interpretations. The protests have to do with the implication of the term as a constant development and the 
critics demand that the term ‘sustainable’ only is to be used in connection with development projects.  
The extreme view is to shift focus from sustainability to development. Development is not a great value in 
itself, but in the longer term it will make third-world countries care more for the environment. Once people 
have enough money to support themselves, they can start to think about the consequences of their actions 
and have enough resources to think about the world around them and the future generations (Lomborg 
1998:3-11).  
Although we do not share these extreme views, we do want to express some concern over the economic 
aspect attached to the term ‘sustainable development’. It is a fact that economy and growth is a major part of 
sustainability, as it should be, but one might question how much value is ascribed to the economy in respect 
to the environment. One of the most stressing problems facing the peripheral communes are the need for 
economic growth, which includes growth in number of workplaces, decline in population, uneven composition 
of population and increasing unemployment (Fakta om landdistikterne:1-2). All these aspects make you 
wonder if the communes might make the economic growth a priority over the environmental considerations. 
Some communes, including Lolland Commune, send environmental proposals onward to the economy 
department for final ruling (cf. interview med TK:2+11), which might present a problem in relation to the 
environmental considerations. These are some of the issues we attempt to discuss later in the paper.   
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These considerations about nature’s worth are perhaps shared in the romantic view of nature, where 
aesthetic and ethic value have a major impact on the understanding of nature. With aesthetic value we do 
not propose that only ‘beautiful’ or ‘diverse’ nature should be preserved, but instead that moral judgment or 
reason should be an important factor when managing nature. In other words even ‘boring’ and ‘predictable’ 
nature has a value worth preserving.  
Maybe we share some of Kant’s aesthetic considerations were the sublime is an aesthetic quality which, like 
beauty, is subjective, but unlike beauty refers to an indeterminate relationship between the faculties of the 
imagination and of reason, and shares the character of moral judgments in the use of reason. Kant argues 
that even though we are using reason to decide that which is beautiful, the judgment is not a cognitive 
judgment, and is consequently not logical, but aesthetical:  
 
“So it seems that we regard the beautiful as the exhibition of an indeterminate 
concept of the understanding, and the sublime as the exhibition of an 
indeterminate concept of reason” (Kant 1790, translated edition 1987:98). 
 
The wish to preserve all nature is also shared in ecological theories, but ecology has a more practical 
approach. Here the main goal is to preserve nature in order for future generations to benefit from the natural 
resources. It would be naïve for us to conclude that nature does not have a functional use or that nature 
should have first right over people. We do not propose to stop the economic growth or to lower the standards 
of living in order to protect the environment, but it is important to understand what view of nature governs the 
way we manage environmental concerns and what kind of value we ascribe to nature.   
 
Our view of nature is perhaps a combination of both the romantic and ecological view of nature. In theory we 
wish to protect all nature, because we ourselves are a part of nature (holistic view of nature). But the idea 
that all nature should be preserved or even brought back to its original state is not compatible with today’s 
society. Original nature or authentic nature is not relevant concepts in a land such as Denmark, which in 
many ways is a cultural and intensive utilized landscape. Today’s landscape is a cultural landscape highly 
influenced by people and the decision to protect or preserve nature is a decision made by people. We agree 
with Rasmus Ejrnæs when he states that:  
 
“I et kulturlandskab som det danske er det ikke muligt at forvalte naturen alene 
efter en ideal målsætning om fravær af mennesker. Konsekvensen heraf ville 
blandt andet blive at de tilbageværende stærkt fragmenterede lysåbne 
naturtyper ville blive til skov med et stort tab af biologisk mangfoldighed til 
følge. Naturen findes fragmenteret i et kulturlandskab, hvor det er vanskeligt at 
praktisere en naturforvaltning som alene baserer sig på dynamiske processer” 
(Ejrnæs 2002:42).  
(”In a cultural landscape as the Danish, it is not possible to manage nature for 
the sole ideal objective of human absence. One of the consequence would be 
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that the remaining highly fragmented open naturetypes will turn into forests with 
a great loss of biodiversity. Nature exists fragmented in a cultural landscape, 
where it is difficult to practice a nature management, which is only based on 
dynamic processes”).   
 
The variety or biodiversity in nature should, in our opinion, be the main goal in today’s planning and 
regulation. The discussion about diversity should not be a discussion about what is beautiful nature but 
instead what is diverse nature or what characterize an interesting landscape.  
 
4.4 View of nature in the Danish environmental politics 
 
In this section we want to examine what view of nature governs the way we regulate nature in Denmark. In 
particular this section contains a brief comparison between how the previous government wished the Danish 
landscape should be and how the current government decides the means for protecting nature. Such a 
reading of views of nature in different political texts and visions should lead us to understand in a broader 
perspective, how a general liberalization-process in the western countries is changing the communes 
handling of natural and environmental concerns. The following text compares the normative notions of nature 
that stems from the previous - and the current government's strategies for sustainable development. 
  
It is difficult to distinguish between the view of nature in the previous government (Socialdemokratiet, CD and 
Det Radikale Venstre) and the current government (Venstre and Det Konservative Folkeparti). Both 
governments focused on systemic planning and sustainable development, but the current government leads 
a more strategic environmental planning through environmental assessments, and where it is believed that 
there is a more direct connection between expenditures and measurable changes in the environment. "Mest 
miljø for pengene" as is kept repeating. This notion deals with a planning where the resources are allocated 
to areas where the impact would be greatest, as noted in the quotes below.  
 
“Det er helt afgørende, at vi får mest muligt miljø for pengene, og at indsatsen 
sker, dér hvor miljøeffekterne er størst; at der sættes ind med de mest effektive 
virkemidler” (Fælles fremtid – udvikling i balance:3)  
(”It is apparent that we get most environment for the spent money, and that the 
effort happens in areas with greatest environmental benefit; to take action with 
the most efficient measures”).  
  
”Den Regionale Udviklingsplan forholder sig strategisk til natur og miljø” (Den 
regionale udviklingsplan – et redskab til udvikling:10).   
(”The Regional Development Plan relates to nature and environment in a 
strategic way”).     
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The most noticeable difference between the two strategies regarding environmental politic is the amount of 
financial aid assigned to the environmental purposes. The current government has made a general cut the 
budgets for many environmental organizations and government agencies (Vogt-Nielsen & Husmer 2002:27) 
and furthermore the government has acquired fewer geographical areas for environmental purposes than the 
previous government. The figure below shows the cut in expenditures for nature management where the 
economized amount in the period of the current government from 2001 and forward, has been estimated to 
be 31 millions per annum. In the figure nature management includes nature restoration, caring of newly laid 
out natural areas, forest planting, promotion of natural forest strategy, initiatives for the benefit of outdoorlife 
and nature restoration in the oceans. (Vogt-Nielsen 2005:20ff).  
 
 
 
Below are two quotes from the current government criticising the wide expenditures that were performed by 
the Minister of the Environment in the period of 1994-2001. 
 
“Vi har blot fjernet de overflødige ekstrapenge, som Auken havde krævet ind til 
sit miljøimperium. Besparelserne går ikke ud over miljøet.” (Statsminister 
Anders Fogh Rasmussen på Venstres Landsmøde d. 8. november 2003. Jf. 
Venstres hjemmeside www.venstre.dk). 
(”We have only removed the unnecessary extra money, which Auken has 
included in his environmental empire”).   
 
”Det var fra starten regeringens mening, at vi skulle have styr på Aukens 
overforbrug på miljøområdet. Derfor er det fornuftigt, at vi nu er nede på 
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niveauet fra før, han blev miljøminister.” (Formanden for Folketingets 
Miljøudvalg, Eivind Vesselbo (V), Jyllands-Posten d. 13. juni 2003).  
(”It was from the start the governments intension, that we needed to get a hold 
of the overspending within the environmental area caused by Auken. Which is 
why we now are at the same level as before Auken was Minister of 
Environment”).  
 
In the last quotation the Speaker of the Folketing’s environment committee, Eivind Vesselbo, states that the 
current government uses the same amount of money on the environment as used in the time before the 
previous Environment Minister Svend Auken. This is however untrue according to the figure above (Vogt-
Nielsen 2005:20ff).  
It is little nuance differences that set the two governments apart and as noted earlier both have the strategy 
for sustainable development in common. Sustainable development is also the central principle in the politics 
of the EU and was first introduced at the UN world summit in Rio in 1992. The EU defines ‘sustainable 
development’ as the balance between protecting the environment and to secure economic growth along with 
social development. The goal is to improve the quality of life and at the same time protect the environment 
so that future generations can develop and thrive (Fælles ansvar for en grønnere fremtid. EU og miljøet:4), 
this does not mean that activities which benefit economically, for instance agriculture or tourism, are 
perceived as inconsistent with nature protection as long as they are carried out according to sustainable 
guidelines (Fælles ansvar for en grønnere fremtid. EU og miljøet:14). The EU refers to sustainable 
development as the way forward and wish to implement this view of nature in every country in the EU.  
The definition of sustainable development can still be interpreted in many ways, and the following will show 
how the previous and the current government thought of this normative development.  
 
As stated above Denmark has already taken in the concept of sustainable development and in March 2001 
the previous government issued a new strategy for sustainable development (Udvikling med omtanke – 
fælles ansvar). The following year in June 2002 the current government published the new national strategy 
for sustainable development (Fælles fremtid – udvikling i balance). The rhetoric differs slightly, as the 
following will show, and the slight differences we see between the rhetoric of the two texts, we see as an 
expression of the two governments view of nature. An example is the governments' attitude towards the 
responsibility of the agricultural industry, where the previous government stated that: 
 
“Landbrugsproduktionen skal foregå på en måde, der sikrer bæredygtighed” 
(Udvikling med omtanke – fælles ansvar:12).  
(”The agricultural production has to be conducted in a way, which secure 
sustainability”). 
 
In this case the government meant that growth in agriculture must not be at the expense of nature and 
environment and that regulation must be carried out to insure the consideration for the environment. The 
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emphasize is thus more on the structure and legislative boundaries, within which agricultural production 
takes place. Again, this could be an example of a more socialistic view that natural interests, in the notion of 
'sustainability' that is referred to above, is better protected through the structural mechanisms more than 
through the responsibility and collaboration of the individual, as the other quote below implies. The current 
government believes that:  
 
“Landbrugsproduktionen skal medvirke til en bæredygtig udvikling og til 
levende landdistrikter [...] Udviklingen i landbruget skal ske i et balanceret 
samspil med miljø, natur og lokalsamfund” (Fælles fremtid – udvikling i 
balance:44).  
(”The agricultural production has to contribute to a sustainable development 
and the life of the rural districts […] the development within agriculture has to 
happen in a balanced collaboration with environment, nature and local 
communities”).  
 
This means that the agricultural production should participate in a sustainable development and that the 
production is not a secondary consideration subject to the environmental development. It could be 
understood as a liberalistic point of view where 'agricultural production' is perceived more as actors that need 
to participate in shared interests of sustainability. The two strategies are in many ways alike and have a lot of 
phrasing in common, but there are still significant differences given that the 2002 strategy has some softer 
phrases and the policies are less binding.  
 
More specifically towards view of nature in Danish politics and nature management, it can be said that there 
exists two different conflict of interests or two different views of nature: that is nature versus culture or the 
“wilderness paradigm” versus the “cultural landscape paradigm” (Ejrnæs 2002:36ff). The “wilderness 
paradigm” consider the least unaffected nature to be the highest priority, whereas the “cultural landscape 
paradigm” believes that nature and culture cannot be separated and rejects the idea of original nature. 
Nature conservation is a product of the idea of unaffected nature and the national parks are also connected 
to the idea of wild nature.  
 
In 1999 the OECD recommended the formulation of a national action plan to insure nature preservation with 
quantitative objectives and time limits with the intention to increase biodiversity. The previous Danish 
government responded favourably to this request and in March 2000 the government formed the Wilhjelm 
Committee, which in November 2001 stressed that wild nature is a low priority within Danish nature 
conservation (En rig nature i et rigt samfund. Wilhjelmudvalget 2001:46ff). The rapport from the Wilhjelm 
Committee showed a turn in the direction of the “wilderness paradigm, a paradigm, which grew stronger in 
Danish politics through the concept of setting up national parks in Denmark, as it was recommended by the 
Wilhjelm Committee in 2001. These parks allow greater areas to secure rare and endangered species and 
entire ecosystems (En rig natur i et rigt samfund. Wilhjelmudvalget 2001:10).  
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The current government has taken to the idea of national parks and has pointed out seven areas as potential 
parks, but at the same time there has been a cut in budget at the entire environmental area, which mean that 
the national parks are rated a lower priority than recommended by the Wilhjelm Committee (Vogt-Nielsen & 
Husmer 2002:21+154). The entry of national parks in Denmark is a revisit with the idea of original or 
authentic nature. The issue, that the current liberalistic government has allocated fewer resources to the 
environmental area in general is an expression of the trust in the market forces and that through them, the 
involved public administrative units and interested companies would create these resorts of 'authentic 
nature'. 
 
There is no clear answer as to how the previous and current government interpret the landscape. Before the 
Wilhjelm Committee’s investigation it was very much the cultural landscape, which was prioritized. The 
preservation of the Danish heath is a good example of a view of nature, which appreciates the cultural 
historical dimension. The heath needs care to exist and would not survive without serious regulation. (Blædel 
Gottlieb Hansen 2004:69). This tendency to use resources to care and preserve nature is formed by the view 
of nature, which is expressed in the ”cultural landscape paradigm”. The Wilhjelm Committee on the other 
hand brought back15 the idea of wild nature, which the national parks and also the forests law16 are 
symptomatic of.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
15 In 1984 the Danish National Trust published the book: “Danmarks større nationale naturområder”, which proposed 44 
different areas as potential nature parks (Hald-Mortensen 2004:17). However the suggestion was later rejected by the 
Danish Society for Nature Conservation with the notion that a unilateral focus on isolated areas would be at the expense 
of nature in the open land (Benarroch 2006:2).   
16 The forests law was passed by the Danish Parliament the 25th of May 2004. The law became effective the 1st of 
October 2004 and is intended to preserve and uphold the Danish forests and in addition enhance the forests areas. The 
law also intends to promote sustainable development of the forests and in an overall view aim at encouraging robust 
forests (§1) (http://147.29.40.90/_GETDOC_/ACCN/A20040045330-REGL).    
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5. Lolland Commune as a marginal area 
 
In this paper we want to focus on environmental planning in marginal areas. Following we discuss why we 
think of Lolland Commune as a geographical and socioeconomic marginal area and how marginal areas are 
defined. Furthermore we present some statistics to strengthen our assumptions. 
 
Geographical Lolland Commune is located in the south-east corner of Denmark, 150 kilometers from 
Copenhagen. Lolland Commune constitutes the main part of the island of Lolland. The Commune covers 
891,92 square kilometers (http://www.lollandkommune.dk/Om_Lolland_Kommune.aspx).  
 
 
A typical landscape in Lolland characterized by farms, fields and windmills (own production). 
 
The landscape characteristics on Lolland are a flat landscape with large open fields. The large fields 
originate from the many manors on Lolland, which have appropriated large areas. The humus on Lolland is 
really good for agriculture and it is also the traditional agricultural landscape that characterizes Lolland. The 
cultivation consists mostly of sugar beets and this is also one of the largest industries in the area. Another 
big industry on Lolland was shipyards, but in 1986 the Nakskov Shipyard closed and one of the biggest 
employment opportunities on Lolland was destroyed. The areas are now used for production of windmills. 
The landscape on Lolland is also characterized of small villages, some of them survive but most fall into 
disrepair and decay.   
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The Rural District Program 2007-13 
 
The 27th of March 2007 the Danish Parliament passed a new law, which supports the development of the 
rural districts. The law is the basis for the new Rural District Program 2007-13, which will inject 6,2 billion 
Danish Kroner into the rural districts.  
The Rural District Program 2007-1317 divides Denmark’s 98 communes into 4 different types: peripheral 
communes (16 communes), rural communes (29 communes), intermediate communes (18 communes) and 
urban communes (35 communes). The different categories are based on total number of people, number of 
cities with fewer than 1000 people, employment and education (Fakta om landdistrikterne:1).  
The rural and peripheral communes include 20% of the Danish population and 20% of these live in cities with 
fewer than 1000 people. Lolland Commune is regarded as a peripheral commune and it is general accepted 
that the peripheral communes need more help if current trends hold. The Rural District Programs prime 
objective is to promote and strengthen the social, economic and environmental conditions for a sustainable 
development in the rural districts. 
                                                 
17 The Rural District Program is prepared by the Ministry of Food, Agriculture and Fisheries in collaboration with the 
Ministry of the Interior and Health, the Danish Ministry of the Environment and some organizations laid down by the 
European Commissions guidelines. The program has legal authority in the ‘landdistriktsstøtteloven’ 
(www.landdistriktsprogram.dk).  Some of the statistics used in this section are based on information from 1994-2004, 
but it is still the data used in the Rural District Program 2007-13 and therefore they still apply today. New information 
shows that there is a general positive development in Lolland, but this development has not showed up in the statistics 
jet.     
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Map of the different types of communes (Kortlægning af landdistrikter 2006:1). 
 
Population density:  
 
The 1st of January 2007 the total number of people in Lolland Commune were 48.634 people, which means 
that the population density a square kilometer are 55,46. This is considerable under the average number of 
123 people a square kilometer for the whole country (Danmarks statistik). However the population density 
varies considerable within the borders of Lolland Commune according to where you are. The urban areas 
Nakskov, Rødby and Maribo constitute the essential urban concentrations in an otherwise sparsely 
populated area. 
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Total number of people in Denmark the 1st of January 2007 divided into communes (Danmarks statistik). 
 
Decline in population: 
 
From 1994 to 2004 the Danish population grew with 3,9%, where the biggest growth happened in the cities. 
The population growth was significant smaller for the rural communes namely 2,2%, while the peripheral 
communes experienced a decline in the population. Nationwide 64,1% of the population is within the 
economically-active age (17-64 years). In the rural communes this number falls to 62,3, while it is only 60,9% 
for the peripheral communes, which means that there is an excess weight of children and older people in 
these areas. There live about 2,8 million people in the rural districts (Fakta om landdistrikterne:1).  
 
Lolland Commune is one of the marginal areas, where the total number of people has declined the most over 
the last 10 years (Udviklingsplan for LEADER+ området Lolland:918).  
 
                                                 
18 The EU initiative, LEADER+ 2000-2006, is intended to encourage public and private players in the rural districts to 
consider and debate the potential for further local development in a long-term perspective. The initiative motivates 
implementation of strategies for a sustainable development for the purpose of  testing new methods for instance use of nature 
and cultural heritage, strengthening of the economy and new workplaces and improvement of organizational ability in the 
rural districts. The supreme administrative authority behind LEADER+ in Denmark is the Directorate for Food, Fisheries and 
Agri Business. The EU has committed 17 million euro for the Danish LEADER+ initiative (www.leaderplus.dk).   
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Population trends 1994-2004 (Fakta om landdistrikterne 2006:1).  
 
The Age distribution in Lolland Commune differs from the average distribution of the whole country. There 
are fewer young people (people under the age of 16) and a far greater number of older people (people over 
the age of 65). This development means a further decline in population over the next years. Many young 
people have moved for want of better education- and employment opportunities and have not returned to the 
same extent.  
 
Decline in employment: 
 
The employment nationwide has increased with 4,7% in the period 1994-2004, but in the rural commune the 
increase is only 1,5% and in the peripheral communes the employment has dropped with 2,0%. The 
agriculture industry is still significant in the rural- and peripheral communes. The number of people employed 
in the agriculture industry is more than twice as high in the peripheral communes as for the rest of the 
country (7,4% opposite 3,2). In the rural communes 5,4% of the population is employed in agriculture (Fakta 
om landdistrikterne:2).  
   
 
 
Development in employment 1994-2004 (Fakta om landdistrikterne 2006:2).  
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As all the peripheral communes, Lolland Commune is characterized by a high average unemployment. The 
workforce has a lower salary level than the rest of the country, which reflect the areas greater number of 
persons receiving early retirement benefit, retirees and unemployed people.  
 
 
 
Unemployment as a percentage of the workforce, December 2006 (Danmarks Statistik).  
 
The difference is clear when you compare Lolland Commune to the rest of the country or even to the Region 
of Zealand. In February 2007 7,2% of the workforce in Lolland Commune is out of work, unlike the Region of 
Zealand where the number is 4,1%. Nationwide the unemployment figures are also 4,1%.  
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Per cent of unemployed people in all of Denmark, the Region of Zealand and Lolland Commune, February 
2007 (Danmarks Statistik). 
 
However every part of Denmark also Lolland Commune have had a fall in the unemployment since the boom 
after 1993, but the numbers from Lolland are still very different than other communes (Danmarks Statistik). 
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Development in unemployment from 1986-2006. As a percentage of the workforce (Danmarks Statistik).  
 
The statistic above show a positive development in unemployment in the last decade where the decline in 
unemployment in Lolland Commune match that of the whole country. However the unemployment in Lolland 
Commune is still higher and Lolland Commune has a greater number of people on early retirement pension 
than the rest of the country. The number of people on early retirement pension will not show up in the 
unemployment statistics (Danmarks Statistik).   
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Business development and demography:  
 
Lolland Commune also has few workplaces a person relative to the rest of the country. The workplaces 
concentrate around the bigger cities, while the western part of Lolland has relatively fewer available jobs 
(Regionalpolitisk redegørelse 2000:46-47).  
 
 
           
                 -9 –  -4             -4 –  -2               -2 – 0                 0 – 2                  2 – 4                 4 – 9 
Growth in numbers of workplaces 2003-2006 in percentage terms. (http://www.eco.dk/map07/map231.htm).  
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Employed people calculated after industry as a percentage of all employed people, 2006  
(Danmarks Statistik). 
 
A: agriculture, fishery and raw material industry, B: industry, C: energy and water supply, D: construction and 
installation, E: trade, hotel and restaurant, F: transport, post and telecommunications, G: financing etc. and 
commercial service, H: public administration, I: education, J: social- and health services, K: unspecified.  
 
The bar chart above shows that a lot more people in Lolland Commune are employed within the primary 
industry that is agriculture, fishery and raw material industry compared to the rest of the country. This kind of 
industry needs people with vocational training, which is illustrated in the segment underneath. The 
employment in the secondary occupations is almost the same as Denmark as a whole with the exception of 
general industry, where Lolland has more people employed. Lolland Commune lags when it comes to the 
tertiary occupations. A lot more people work in the field of service, when you look at the country in general 
except in the social- and health department.  
The social- and health service sector includes both childcare, eldercare and health services. The higher 
percentage of people employed within social- and health service in Lolland reflect the high number of under-
resourced people and other socially vulnerable people which consequently means more social institutions 
and more people employed within this sector (Hummelgaard & Husted 2001:8+14).   
 
Lower educational level: 
 
The Danish population is in general better and better educated, but the population in the rural districts and 
the peripheral districts are still falling behind the development in the larger cities. The educational level in the 
rural- and peripheral communes is characterized by unskilled labour and people with vocational training, 
while the intermediate- and urban communes has a greater number of people with further and higher 
education (Udviklingsplan for LEADER+ området Lolland:13).   
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As illustrated beneath Lolland Commune is characterized by a greater number of people, whose highest 
concluded education is primary school or vocational training compared to the region of Zealand or all of the 
country. Essentially fewer people have ended “gymnasium” or further and higher education viewed in relation 
to the rest of Denmark (Danmarks Statistik).  
The great number of people in Lolland with no education or vocational training carry on a local tradition, 
where individual industrial companies for instance Nakskov Shipyard has attracted people with that kind of 
background. This kind of industry structure has created a tradition, where employment at specific companies 
is handed down from generation to generation (Udviklingsplan for LEADER+ området Lolland:13). This does 
not mean that young people from Lolland are lesser educated, this just means that there is a tendency for 
young people to move away to get a higher education and they do not return.    
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The populations highest concluded education as a percentage of all educated people, 2006  
(Danmarks Statistik). 
 
A: primary school, B: general “gymnasium”, C: vocational “gymnasium”, D: vocational training, E: short 
higher education, F: medium-length higher education, G: bachelor, H: Long higher education. 
 
Commuting and Infrastructure: 
 
The workforce in Denmark has become increasingly mobile the last decades in response to the development 
within transport and technology. This development means better opportunities for living even further away 
from the workplaces. Especially Lolland Commune has the opportunity to profit from the increase in 
commuter traffic and can perhaps become an alternative settlement for people employed in Copenhagen. 
However Lolland Commune and the other peripheral communes still have fewer incoming and outgoing 
commuters than the other rural communes, which are illustrated beneath (Danmarks Statistik).  
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Night-population, 2006 (Danmarks Statistik).  
 
 
 
Day-population, 2006 (Danmarks Statistik).  
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The night-population is a statistical term to express the number of employed people with registered address 
in a particular commune, whereas the day-population express how many people are physically employed 
within a particular commune. In general there is not many people commuting out or into Lolland Commune 
as illustrated above. A comparison between the night population and the day population show that more 
people commute out of the commune than into Lolland Commune. In total the difference between the night- 
and day population are 1300 people (Danmarks Statistik).  
 
The commuter traffic internally in Lolland Commune or the commuter traffic from Lolland to the Region of 
Zealand is much higher than the commuting from Lolland to the Copenhagen Region. Commuters to the 
Copenhagen Region come from all over the Region of Zealand, with the exception of Lolland Commune and 
parts of Guldborgsund Commune. About 16500 people commutes internally in Lolland Commune and only 
700 people commutes from Lolland to the Copenhagen Region (Danmarks Statistik).   
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(Pendling i Storstrøms Amt:1). 
 
The map above illustrates how many people commutes within southern Denmark. This map is from 1995 and 
is calculated at the time when Denmark was divided into counties, but it is a good illustration of the high 
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number of people commuting internally within Lolland and the fewer number of people commuting from 
Lolland to the rest of Zealand.  
 
The commuting by train from Lolland to the Greater Copenhagen area is relatively small, which is caused by 
the fact that the public transport can not compete time wise with the car. The average train journey takes 
about 2-2½ hours from East Lolland to Copenhagen, whereas the car journey takes about 1½ hour, during 
rush hours maybe 2 hours (Pendling i Storstrøms Amt:2). It is relatively easy to drive around Lolland by car, 
but the public transport lags behind and this is especially due to the large geographical areas it has to cover 
and the low population density. There are fewer busses in the area than rest of the region and fewer 
departures and this means that fewer people uses the bus routes on Lolland (Udviklingsplan for LEADER+ 
området Lolland:19). The islands Fejø, Femø and Askø are a part of Lolland Commune and can only be 
reached by ferry, this means of cause an extension of the commute. Commuters to Langeland or Funen also 
have to use the ferry.   
 
We want to use these statistics to understand which future challenges Lolland Commune faces and to 
examine the present dilemmas when trying to plan the future in an area with obvious obstacles.   
 
5.1 Future challenges 
 
Lolland Commune is faced with major challenges in the future when it comes to decline in population, 
moving of high educated people, growth in number of workplaces and poor infrastructure.  
 
Even if Lolland Commune succeeds in creating growth in the number of workplaces it is not sure that there 
will be enough people to fill the jobs. The unbalanced population structure with an under-represented group 
of economically-active people and a fairly great number of older people has a decisive impact on the 
potential development in the area.  
The future challenge for Lolland Commune is to make it more attractive living in Lolland. Lolland Commune 
has many qualities, which can attract newcomers for instance nature and lower house prices and Lolland 
Commune need to market these qualities in order to create growth. The priority areas could be to preserve 
the local school and merchant, to focus on natural resources and to make it profitable for entrepreneurs to 
settle down in the area (Naturen kalder. Job søges:4). In other words Lolland Commune needs to change 
the image from a peripheral commune with no growth to a commune with potential for growth. This does not 
mean that Lolland has to attract all people, but only that there is a need for well-resourced people.  
 
Nature is one of the most important qualities that Lolland Commune is focusing on in order to attract people:   
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- ”Sammen vil vi udvikle Lolland til at være det bedste sted i Danmark for mennesker og 
virksomheder, der aktivt vil bruge kommunens unikke natur til at udfolde et indholdsrigt liv individuelt 
og i samspil med andre”. 
(”Together we will develop Lolland into the greatest area in Denmark for people and companies, who 
actively wants to use the unique nature in the commune to display a useful life not only individually but 
also in interaction with others”). 
 
- ”Lolland skal give plads og muligheder for alle. Vi vil skabe energi og vækst med udgangspunkt i 
Lollands naturlige ressourcer”.  
(”Lolland has to create room and opportunities for everybody. We wish to create energy and growth 
based on Lollands natural resources”).   
 
- ”Udvikle og tiltrække erhvervsliv, uddannelser og forskning, der baserer sig på naturen”. 
(”Develop and attract businesses, educations and research, which are based on nature”).  
 
- ”Inddrage vores kulturarv som en aktiv del af Lollands liv og attraktioner”. 
(”Involve our cultural heritage as a active part of life and attractions on Lolland”).  
 
- ”Give borgerne mulighed for at uddanne sig, så de kan varetage jobs i et dynamisk erhvervsliv med 
naturen som udgangspunkt”.  
(Give citizens the opportunity for education, so they will be able to attend jobs in a dynamic business 
based on nature”).   
(http://www.lollandkommune.dk/Om_Lolland_Kommune/Visionen_for_Lolland_Kommune.aspx). 
 
The minister of food, Hans Chr. Schmidt, also states:  
“Når landdistrikterne fortsat skal være et sted, hvor folk slår sig ned, skal der skabes flere 
jobs inden for rimelig afstand af hjemmet. Og der skal skabes gode rammer for, at folk selv 
kan skabe nye jobs [...] På natur- og miljøområdet skal vi have en god balance mellem 
erhverv og miljø. Naturen er et af landdistrikternes trækplaster, så den skal vi værne om”  
(http://www.dffe.dk/Default.asp?ID=22326&M=News&PID=228498&NewsID=5692).  
(”If the rural districts continuously should be a place where people settle down, we have to 
create more jobs within reasonable distance. And we have to create the framework for 
people themselves to create new jobs […] In the nature- and environmental area we need to 
have a good balance between business and environment. Nature is one of the main 
attractions and we need to protect it”). 
 
Therefore the goals for the rural districts are to increase the employment rate, to improve the 
competitiveness within business and industry, to develop sustainable landscapes, varied nature and a 
healthy environment, to create attractive living conditions, service, nature, community and an active cultural- 
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and recreational life. Nature and environment are consequently some of the greatest assets if the rural 
districts are to become an attractive settling area.   
 
If nature is the way to go, it raises a lot of questions about the future planning in the commune. If the 
commune wants to attract tourists and new labour what parameters should be considered? Nature has a big 
market value in regard to tourism and newcomers and it is therefore important to protect the environment in 
order to attract people, but many of these tourist projects are potentially bad for the environment for instance 
the new summer house area or the marinapark on Lolland. Another dilemma is saving the small villages and 
create sustainable village societies. These are some of the dilemmas which will be discussed later in the 
paper.    
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6. Venise Verte as a marginal area 
 
 
Presentation of Venise Verte 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A “pays” is a territory which has a geographical, economic, cultural or/and a social cohesion on a scale of life 
or employment’s basin; a place of collective action which federates communes, groupings of communes, 
socio-professional organizations, companies, associations… around a joint project of development. 
It is a privileged level of partnership and contractualisation which facilitates the coordination of the initiatives 
of the communities, the State and Europe in favour of the local development. A “pays” is neither an 
administrative unit nor a new local community. It does not deprive any organization of its competences and 
does not have a own taxation. The “pays” is organized in a logic of mission, through tasks of coordination, 
animation and mobilization of the various public and private actors of the territory who make it up. 
If the venise verte can be seen as a “pays”, in fact it is not one, despite that it satisfy all the requirements to 
have this “pays” label. There is however not any joint administrative project of development.  
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Venise Verte is actually shared between two regions, three departments and two territorial communities 
(CAN and CC Aunis Verte) plus few autonomic municipalities. 
This phenomenon of administration separation of strong historical, cultural and social entities, as Venise 
Verte is very often in France. This come from Napoléon who have been cutting all the former communities or 
societies, previously existing, in order to divided the local population and thus install a stronger control on the 
global population. 
This administrative separation of Venise Verte let difficult the developing of it. In effect, it’s difficult to develop 
an areas which is not administratively recognized.  
We have to know that VV (venise verte) is a part of an original everglade called “Marais Poitevin”. The only 
entity which recognize approximately venise verte could be the Interregional Park of the Marais Poitevin 
(PIMP). This park is in the process of changing its label to become a Regional Natural Park (PNR). 
VV is controlled by different entreaties with each its own competences. The Marais poitevin’s park is a kind 
of tool for the French state in order to deal with the environmental issues. 
VV is not a recognized area or at lease a area homogeneously managed, however it has a lot of common 
characteristics as the marginal aspect than it has by the transformation of its two principal activities which are 
agriculture and tourism. 
The water is an omnipresent composant in Venise verte and this aspect could be one of the more important 
characteristic which could define a village from venise verte (close to water). 
This water appears also as a source of conflict between touristy companies and farmers. 
For both of them water is a source of income; but through two different ways. 
But we cannot see venise verte with a dualistic view as an area where touristy companies and farmers are 
simply fighting. 
 
The following statistics of the South of Deux-Sèvre shows a trend to marginality and the presence of two 
different zones in Venise Verte. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    South of Deux-Sèvres 
Venise Verte 
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Lot of the following statistics stop in 1999, year of the last national census. In spit of the fact that these 
statistics are a bit old, it seem meaningless for us to make an set forth analysis mixing several subjects with 
different periode. 
Moreover we have to take into consideration that most of the following statistic tools do not concern only 
Venise Verte but the south of Deux-Sèvres, a more urban space with more people and more business 
activity than our interest subject: Venise Verte. Nevertheless these statistic analysis enable us to get a 
demographical, economical, infrastructural and educational trend 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Département’s population : 351 964 inhabitants 
(estimation from the 1st January  2004) 
Deux-Sèvres: 59 inhabitants/km² 
France: 111 inhabitants/km² 
 
Towns with more than 10 000 inhabitants : 
Niort : 57 300 inhabitants 
Bressuire : 19 356 inhabitants 
Thouars : 11 158 inhabitants 
Parthenay : 11 168 inhabitants 
 
 
Evolution of Deux-Sèvres’s 
population  (in inhabitants): 
1999 1990 1982 
344 392 345 965 342 812 
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Demography: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Population’s evolution since 1962 and projection for 2015 
Annual Average rate of the population according to the demographic 
constituents  
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These three statistic documents below show quite explicitly the demographic situation of the south of Deux-
Sèvres compared to the region Poitou-Charentes. The two curves from the first graphic are in two opposite 
tendency, while the population evolution and its projection ’s curve of Poitou-Charentes is in exponential 
growth, the south Deux-Sèvres’s one is going to a certain stagnation translating a lack of attractiveness. This 
evolution of these curves are explained by the two next graphics showing the migratory and natural 
demographic factors. Despite that the migratory factor is considerably increasing in Poitou-Charentes 
between 1990 and 1999, it is not felt into the demographic evolution in south of Deux-Sèvres at the same 
period. Thus we can say that south of Deux-Sèvres is not the more attractive part of Poitou-Charentes 
regarding to the demography. 
The last two graphics simply show an aging of the population in  south of Deux-Sèvres as well as in the 
whole Poitou-Charentes. The consequence of this aging of the population is an absence of youngness as we 
can see on the map below where even if it is near from one of the three urban poles (Niort), Venise Vertre 
possess approximately18/21% of people being less than 20 years old on a departmental total population 
which is already old.   
 
Evolution parts of less than 20 years old and more than 60 years old since 1975. 
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Employment: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Employment’s estimation. 
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Despite a mild increase of the employment’s estimation (+ 7% in 4 years) and  a increasing growth of the 
active population (working force + people researching a job), the projection for both Poitou-Charentes and 
south of Deux-Sèvres indicate a decline of the active population growth. Note that this decline is more fast in 
south Deux-Sèvres than in the whole region Poitou-Charentes. 
 
 
Unemployed looking for a job: 30/09/2004 
South of Deux-
Sèvres 
Poitou-
Charentes 
  Number % % 
Number of 
unemployed 7 048 100 100 
Less than  25 
years old 1 395 19,8 20,4 
25 to 49 ans 4 599 65,3 63,7 
50 years old or 
more 1 054 15 15,9 
Since more 
than one year 
ago 2 414 34,3 33,1 
 
 
The unemployment’s rate in Deux-Sèvres is more important concerning the people employed since more 
than one years ago (long duration unemployed). This rate is the most significant of the ones in the table. In 
Active population’s evolution since 1982 
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effect, it shows a long duration situation and it is more revealing to understand a territory. Moreover the part 
of unemployed between 25 and 49 years old  is bigger in Deux-Sèvres than in the whole Poitou-Charentes’s 
region. This rate is also very revealing because people from 25 to 49 years old are the most numerous.  
The unemployment situation in not so shown in the table but the rates of long duration and 25/49 years old 
unemployed make us fell a certain situation of marginality notably In the western part of Venise Verte as we 
can see on the following map. 
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Infrastructures: 
 
Establishments repartition by size. (%) 
  
0 
paid 
(*) 
1 to 9 
paids 
10 to 
199 
paids 
200 
salariés 
et plus 
Number of 
establishments 
01-01-1993 
Sud 
Deux-
Sèvres 49,4 42 8,3 0,2 7 154 
Poitou-
Charentes 50,2 42,6 6,9 0,2 66 995 
01-01-2002 
Sud 
Deux-
Sèvres 44,9 44,5 10,3 0,3 7 230 
Poitou-
Charentes 45,7 45,7 8,3 0,2 69 495 
(*) included none-declared  
Source : INSEE - SIRENE® - Champ ICS 
 
In the above table we can see a tendency for a fall of the smallest establishments and a growth of the 
biggest establishments attesting to a urban development and to a decrease of the countryside where most of 
the little establishment are present. This phenomena attest to the activity exodus from the countryside to the 
towns. 
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Repartition of establishments by activity sectors. (%) 
  Industry Construction Commerce Services
Number of 
establishments 
01-01-1993 
 Sud 
Deux-
Sèvres 12,5 17,2 30,9 39,4 7 154 
Poitou-
Charentes 12,8 16,9 30,9 39,4 66 995 
01-01-2002 
Sud 
Deux-
Sèvres 11,3 16,8 27,1 44,8 7 230 
Poitou-
Charentes 12,1 15,6 28,7 43,6 69 495 
Source : INSEE - SIRENE® - Champ ICS 
 
With this statistic table we can see that the service and construction activities are growing up in the Poitou-
Charentes region and specifically in the south of Deux-Sèvres. This phenomena is happening because of the 
economic growth mainly due to the insurance companies from Niort. This development of service activities 
lead to a high life’s level and so boosted the construction activity notably in the Venise Verte’s area. 
Nevertheless, the industrial and commercial activities decreased attesting to a weak situation of 
development as we can on the weak growth of the total number of establishments from 1993 to 2003.  
 
Education: 
 
If the south of Deux-Sèvres appears as a educated region, it’s probably by raison of the Niort politic (now it is 
the CAN’s politic) to promote superior education focus on insurances and environmental risks.(see the part 
about planning and actions of the different levels administering Venise Verte concerning the natural 
aspects). Venise Verte still have needs in educational infrastructures, what increase the commuting to Niort 
and thus transform the marginality situation of an area on a environmental problem. 
Also, if the invests in educational infrastructures is seen by some people as meaningless because of the low 
number of young people we can argue that these educational structures in an important factor to attract 
people especially young couples who start in the active life and who can participate to the territorial 
dynamism.  
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Educational level of active population being less than 40 years old by sex 
(en %) 
  
 Grade 
school College 
High 
school 
Higher 
level Total  
Number of 
workers being 
more than 40 
years old 
South of Deux-Sèvres 
Men 2,9 57,1 16,5 23,5 100 23 641 
Women 1,8 42,6 21,6 33,9 100 20 514 
Poitou-Charentes 
Men 3 58,9 16,6 21,5 100 191 870 
women 2 45,6 21,4 31 100 161 996 
Source : INSEE - Recensements de la population de 1999 
 
 
Creations of companies: 
 
 
 
 
If the creation of companies in Poitou-Charentes has been stable at the 100% line until2002 what it means 
that there had not any company’s creations, nevertheless the south of Deux –Sèvres has seen the number 
of its companies up and down. But since 2002 the company’s creation are, both for the department and for 
the region, radically increasing. We should have a map of the localization of these new companies to see 
where are the attractive areas. Needing this information concerning the location of these new companies, we 
Company’s creations. 
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can complete this statistic analysis by the following map showing workers living in the same municipality than 
their job. 
 
 
 
We can see on this map that Venise Verte is divided in two parts. In the closer one to Niort, employed are 
more dependent to the urban pole Niort where more jobs are available. It is also the Venise Verte’s part 
where we have the lowest rates of unemployed and where there is a more important youngness part (see 
the two previous maps). Regarding to the other part further from Niort, it appears as a couple of villages 
where the population is aging and where numerous unemployed are far from the job market. Nevertheless, 
the “independence” of a some people living and working in the same municipality appears as a solution for 
commuting and its energetic wastefulness. 
 
6.1 Future challenges 
 
Despite the fact that we don’t have statistics concerning uniquely Venise Verte, some documents notably the 
last one, have shown the different developments between the West and the East of Venise Verte. More and 
more people from the urban centre: Niort are moving to this countryside in order to have a good way of life, 
enjoying with the landscapes and getting money from Niort. These persons can be call the sleepers in the 
sense that they just consume an certain atmosphere and the landscapes, without contribute to human, 
social, economic, and cultural development of the area. We can see this phenomena in the closest part from 
Niort (East part of Venise Verte) where communes (municipalities) are with less unemployed, more young 
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population, more commuters people who work at Niort and so less people who works in the same village 
where they live in. At the opposite, in the West part of Venise Verte, municipalities are divided between a 
population which either works and lives in the same communes or are unemployed. If the last point, appears 
as a good environmental point by the fact that less people us a car for the every day’s travels, it also lead to 
the fact that people become quickly isolated from the rest of the territory, making often enough cultural and 
social problems, especially to the bit of young (particularly for teenagers). The challenge will be to reduce 
these inequalities. To reduce these inequalities we can see few possible situations. One is to involve the 
commuters in the whole Venise Verte in developing consumption points in order to create jobs for the 
unemployed. 
One other could be to create service at home for the population ageing still to solve the unemployment 
problem which is the cause of most of the social problems. A main challenge will be also to attract a 
necessitated population and improve the social, economical, cultural and human situation without perturb the 
fragile region of Venise Verte. But how attract people and introduce them in a way respectful of the 
environment, culture, society already present. Do there not are alternative to the peri-urbanization, rur-
banization often enough too radical?            
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7. Comparison of Lolland Commune and the department of 
Venise Verte in relation to the term “marginal areas” 
 
The two areas, Lolland Commune and the department of Venise Verte (Department of Deux Sèvres), have a 
lot in common as to the future planning and future dilemmas, which is why we chose to compare these 
areas. They both possess characteristics which in our opinion make them marginal areas. It has been 
impossible to retrieve statistics for Venise Verte exclusively, which makes it difficult to say whether or not the 
development involves Venise Verte. Instead we present statistics for the department which include Venise 
Verte.   
 
Over the last decade there has been a decline in population in Lolland Commune and other Danish 
peripheral communes, which will mean fewer people to fill the jobs and fewer people to care for the elderly. 
This is a relevant discussion not just in the peripheral communes but in the entire country. The growth in 
population in the department of Venise Verte has stagnated the last couple of years, which is a contrast to 
the last decades constant increase. The department of Venise Verte might expect the same decline in 
population as Lolland Commune within the next decade. The two areas face the same dilemmas in regard to 
the unbalanced population structure with a higher percentage of older people in respect to young people.  
Both areas experience a high percentage of unemployed people. Lolland Commune is one of the Danish 
communes with the highest unemployment. Venise Verte on the other hand is split in two parts. A part 
closest to the town of Niort and a part further from Niort. The part closest to the Town of Niort shows a lower 
unemployment most likely because of the shorter distance to the center area, this also shows in the statistics 
about commuting, where only people from one part of Venise Verte commute to Niort.  
There is a big difference between the two areas in regard to number of workplaces. There is a major drop in 
number of workplaces in Lolland and has been for many years compared to rest of Denmark, whereas the 
department of Venise Verte show a small increase the last decade. Additionally the department of Venise 
Verte has manage to increase the creation of new companies the last couple of years. The educational level 
in both Lolland and the department of Venise Verte is very low. Most people in Lolland finish school after the 
age of 16. In the department of Venise Verte it is even sooner at the age of 14.  
 
The two areas can rightly by called marginal areas in respect to population, workplaces and educational 
level. It is possible that Lolland Commune show a higher degree of marginalization than the department of 
Venise Verte (the Department of Deux Sèvres), but one could argue that parts of Venise Verte is located far 
from a center area (the town of Niort) and this will probably show through statistics of this concrete area.    
Additionally Lolland has somewhat of a tainted image, because it is regarded as a marginal area with a 
higher number of under-resourced people, which consequently makes it difficult to attract well-resourced 
people. In some ways Lolland do match its poor reputation especially when it comes to lack of higher 
educations, poor infrastructure and rundown villages etcetera. This image has for many years created a 
barrier for bringing new people and tourists to the area. Venise Verte on the other hand is already a tourists 
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site because of the areas fascinating nature, which is protected according to the Natura 2000 directives. 
Nevertheless Venise Verte faces some of the same problems as Lolland Commune. The main problem is an 
unbalanced population structure with a high degree of older people another problem being the constant need 
for economic growth.    
 
8. The organizational structure in Denmark and the 
responsibilities of Lolland Commune 
 
In Denmark the commune is the smallest political and organizational entity. The communes practice a form 
of local government of certain affairs, which are common for the citizens in the commune. During the Danish 
Middle Age the communes had many different responsibilities, but in the course of absolute monarchy the 
communes was limited. In 1803 the rural areas were divided into ‘poor districts’ and later into ‘school 
districts’. When the Constitutional Act was introduced in 1849 the communes were given independence to 
define statutory laws under state supervision. This was the start of the decentralized system we know today. 
The communes are partly financed of subsidies from the state and specific communal income- and property 
tax and in addition potential revenues from communal companies for instance supply companies.  
       
The 1st of January 2007 the structural reform came into effect and has meant great changes in the 
administration of Denmark. The administrative structure of Denmark merged 271 communes into 98 
communes, abolished the counties and instead created 5 regions and 7 state environmental centers. The 
assignments of the counties were thus split between the state, the new regions and the bigger amalgamated 
communes. The intention from the government in creating this new structure was to make the public sector 
more transparent, more flexible to changes in society and in some way closer to the citizen. Since the last 
reform in 1970 new needs and ways of living have emerged through better transportation-possibilities and 
widespread information technology that alters our perception of distance. Citizens have higher expectations 
to the quality and selection of public services and demographically the proportion of elderly is getting larger, 
while the workforce and thus tax base is decreasing. Additionally the planning internally in the communes, 
during the changes in society and ways of living since the 1970'ies, has started to have more affects into 
other communes' area and thus creating more externalities than internalities with their planning. The affects 
of the communes' administration have started to affect and in such a way had to include and involve actors 
from outside the former administrative boundaries. This involves a larger participation of private companies 
and other actors. A tendency in the public administration that will be elaborated in the comparative part of the 
French and the Danish structure.  
 
In what follows is a description of the new organizational structure in Denmark and the distribution of 
assignments before and after the latest structural reform.  
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The different participants in the Danish planning 
(http://www.skovognatur.dk/Emne/Planlaegning/Landsplanlaegning/Plansystem/Det+nye+plansystem.htm).     
 
The states responsibilities on the environmental area 
 
The overall administration of environmental and natural issues is based in the state a long with some overall 
tasks to ensure Denmark’s international obligations. The concrete responsibilities include: 
 
- Administrating beach protection lines,  
- preservation of sand dunes,  
- protection of groundwater and water supply.  
- make water- and Natura 2000-plans in respect to EU-directives (water frame- and habitat directive).  
 
In the future the state represents these tasks because of their national character, (Aftale om strukturreform 
juni 2004:71).   
 
The state gets a more active role in securing the overall planning considerations in this decentralized 
process. The state has to insure that both the regions and the communes keep within the current legislation. 
The land use responsibilities are: 
 
- Protection of beach lines and the utilization of raw materials. This is implemented through the 
planning act and in interaction with sector legislation. The state also handles the VVM-evaluations 
and these cases where the state has the authorization.   
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- Management of single planning tasks for instance major public infrastructure, national and regional 
installations in collaboration with the regions and the communes and at the same time make sure 
that international obligations are respected.  
- The Danish Parliament specifies the preconditions for the planning in the communes through the 
planning act and sector laws with the object of maintaining the indicated development. 
- Responsibility for the summerhouse zone.  
- The right to oppose the communeplans and regional development plans, which are against the 
overall interests.   
- The greater Copenhagen area is considered one coherent urban area across different commune 
borders. The state therefore has to make overall legislation for the urban development and 
recreational considerations in this area. 
- The next two years the Danish Ministry of the environment has to approve of the decisions made by 
the communes about animal husbandry according to the VVM-rules. (Oversigt over statslige 
interesser i kommuneplanlægningen – 2009 2006:27ff).  
 
The responsibilities of the Environmental Centers 
 
The seven environmental centers are small, decentralized state units and have the responsibility for: 
 
- Monitoring companies and the communes planning and controlling that they respect national law and 
international obligations.  
- Elaboration of the Valuation of the effects of the environment (VVM (Vurdering af Virkeninger på 
Miljøet) on larger installations. 
- Responsibility to create the nature plans, of which they are obliged to by international obligations 
through EU's international nature protection areas, also called Natura 2000-areas.  
 
Natura 2000 is another name for areas covered by the two directives, the habitat-directive and the bird 
protection-directive. Natura 2000-areas are areas that have been estimated to have national and 
international value whereby special attention is to be paid to nature types and the biodiversity in the area, for 
instance heaths, high moor, dunes and unregulated forests.  Denmark has to produce nature plans for each 
of the Natura 2000-areas. A nature plan consists of a valuating of tolerance limit and present strain on the 
area. The creation of these plans is no longer the responsibility of the counties, but of the environmental 
centers. These areas are to be written in the communeplan as soon as possible and land use in these areas 
are firmly restricted by statutory order about delimitation and administration of the international nature 
protection areas; Nature 2000-areas (Svan Hansen 2006:23). 
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The responsibilities of the Region 
 
- The regions mainly have the responsibility for the administration of health services, mainly hospitals  
- On the environmental area the regions have opportunities to contribute to national suggestions about 
planning in relation to the Environmental Target Act and the Water Supply Act.  
- Additional to this the regions can have a coordination function between the state and the communes. 
- The regions deal with parts of the area of extraction of raw material and of soil pollution. 
- Most importantly they have, in regards to planning, to produce the so-called Regional Development 
Plan, which has to cover general and overall aspects in the development of the regions. 
- Additionally they arrange for the Regional Growth Forum (Vækstforum), consisting of members from 
the region, the commune, business communities, educational institutions and labour market parties. 
The growth forum is involved in applying for EU's structural funding. 
  
The purpose of the regional development plan is to inspire initiatives and activities in the region and is based 
on the regional business development strategies, which are prepared by the Growth Fora. The regional 
development plan has to include an overall vision for the development in specific sector areas such as 
nature and environment, occupation including tourism, employment, education and culture a long with fringe 
areas and rural districts (Aftale om strukturreform juni 2004:75-76).  
 
The responsibilities of the Communes concerning areaplanning 
 
The majority of the former communes’ responsibilities are transferred to the communes. All the planning 
competences from the communes’ former Regionplan are directly transferred into the communes' new 
communeplans. That is: 
 
- Enforcement of the Environmental Protection Act and the Water Supply Act.  
- Maintenance of streams consistent with the Water Course Act. 
- Inspection of protected naturetypes, building- and protection lines, except for the beach protection 
lines according to The Nature Protection Act (Vejledning om kommuneplanlægning 2006:13ff).  
- Elaboration of VVM and Environmental Assessments (Miljøvurdering). 
 
The communes will have a central role in the new planning reform and the communeplans will be the leading 
plan. On the planning area the new responsibilities are: 
 
- The communeplan will include the limitations to land use, which are a result of the communes own 
decisions and decisions be the regions of the state.  
- The communeplan has to include goals and rules for the development in the urban areas and the 
open land.  
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- The communeplan has to live up to national and international standards. 
- Generally the direct contact with citizens and companies are gathered in the communes in order to 
secure a closer and more efficient contact and communication with the public.  
- The communes have opportunity to work together with the state, when it comes to national planning. 
- The communes can object to the neighbor communes' suggestions, if the suggestions have impact 
on the development in the commune. These disagreements are settled by the region. 
 
The communeplan has some legal constraints for instance beach protection lines, stream protection lines, 
forest protection lines, water plans and Natura 2000 plans, areas of special planning control, EU habitat and 
bird protected areas and water course regulations (Aftale om strukturreform juni 2004:73-74).   
 
9. The organizational structure in France and the 
responsibilities of each administrative levels  
 
As any other French area Venise Verte is managed, controlled and regulated by an complex administrative 
meshing which is going through a period of transition, where, as we will see, the decision-making power is 
moving from the state to subaltern collectivities.      
 
State 
 
Decentralization Laws  
 
The first law was the n° 83-8 of January 7, 1983 relating to the distribution of competences between 
communes, departments, regions and the state through a certain decentralization. The second law which 
has changed the administrative structures is the law n°99-586 of July 12, 1999 relating to the reinforcement 
and the simplification of the inter-commune co-operation through the creation agglomeration’s communities, 
commune’s communities and urban communities. It call the Chevenement’s law. If the state, with both of 
these laws can appear with less competences, it actually doesn’t lost its power of controlling every politics 
leading up through every level. In effect if the subaltern decision-making power’s levels got more 
competences and responsibilities, they still have to  follow the National directives. For that, the French state 
equip oneself with lot of state-own organism, as the regional and departmental prefectures, the natural, 
regional and national Parks and so on. Nevertheless the state level have less competences and if it still has 
a strong control the subaltern levels got more liberty in theirs choice of development as we will see below.    
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Region (Poitou-Charentes and pays de la Loire) 
 
The region’s responsibilities 
 
The main competence of region is the economic development. Each region has its own “economic 
development regional scheme”. With this plan (scheme) regions decide which kind of activities do they want 
to invest in and where. Region finances all the helps for the creation of companies and manages this plan to 
make its territory attractive as much as possible. 
To have more control and possibilities on the way to organize the economic development regions have two 
other competences. One is the competences of education, professional formation and cultural one: the 
finance of universities (even if they still are the state’s propriety); the administration of high schools; the 
management of professional formation for young peoples and adults; and the organization and finance of the 
general archives and the regional museums. The second competence in relation with the main one 
(economic development) is the land settlement and planning function: settle orientations of sustainable 
development; settle objectives to localize equipments with regional interest; especially regarding the 
transportation’s schemes; and taking care about the coherence of projects with the politics of the state. 
Another competence is the sanitary one which can be possible after a discussion with the national 
administration level. 
 
After a law from the13th august 2004, relative to the local’s freedom and responsibility, the competences of 
the region were more confusing. In effect this law is constructing with a certain idea of decentralization giving 
as experimentation, the possibility to get some competences from the region (same process from the state’s 
competences to the region’s competences) to the communes, their communities or departments. 
 
Department (Deux-Sèvres, Vendée, Charente maritime) 
 
The department’s responsibilities 
 
The department is probably the main beneficiary of the competence’s transfers since 1983. Its main 
competence is the social action. In effect the departments see to all the diverse social actions as the help to 
children (adoption), to families, to old and to disabled people, to the social and professional insertion, to the 
dwelling help, to the juridical protection of the young people, etcetera. Then the departments have the 
competence in terms of land settlement and equipment: maintenance of the department and some national 
roads; rural transportation; maintenance of rivers and lakes; settlement of programs to rural development; 
making touristy paths. 
Another field of department responsibilities is the educational, cultural and patrimonial one, with the 
administration of colleges, of the departmental archives and the conservation of non-protected rural 
patrimonies. The last one concerns the economic aspect of the departmental competences. Departments 
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can help the companies which are on its territory and have a kind of own fiscal concerns system, what 
improve the independence of the departmental level. 
 
Inter-communal co-operation with own fiscal policy (C.A.N, Aunis Verte) 
  
Since the Chevenement law from the July 12th 1999,  neighbor municipalities are allow to gather each others 
in order to take common decisions about certain subjects. 
 
Agglomeration communities 
 
An agglomerate community is a public establishment of inter-communal co-operation, gathering several 
municipalities forming, at the date of its creation, a whole of more than 50.000 inhabitants without enclave, 
around one or several common centers of more than 15000 inhabitants. 
All the municipalities associated themselves to a solidarity space with, as objective, a common project of 
urban development and settlement of theirs territories. 
 
Their responsibilities 
 
Agglomeration community has the full law to exercise the competences below; 
 
- Economic development action with a communitarian interest;  
- Organization of urban transport;  
- Social stability of housing;  
- Politics of the town; 
 
Agglomeration communities must also exercise at least three of the five responsibilities below: 
 
- Creation, management, maintain of the public roads and of parking with communitarian interest; 
- Decontamination;  
- Water;  
- Protection and enhancer of environment;  
- Fitting-out, construction and maintain of the sportive and cultural equipment. 
 
Agglomeration communities can also transfer some competences to a mixed syndicate union. 
 
Financial provisions 
 
The budget revenues of the community of agglomeration include: 
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- The pooling of the richness via the single professional tax (TPU) in which the increase benefits to all 
the communes and thus to the entire inhabitant. Income of the goods, pieces of furniture or 
buildings, of the community of agglomeration;  
- The sums which it receives from the public administrations, associations, the private individuals, in 
exchange of a rendered service;  
- Subsidies and equipments of the State, the area, the department and the communes;  
- The product of the gifts and legacy;  
- The product of the taxes, royalties and contributions corresponding to the services ensure; 
- The product of the loans;  
- The product of the payment intended for public transport envisaged with the article L. 2333-64. 
 
The agglomeration community of Niort (C.A.N) 
 
The community of agglomeration of Niort was created in 1999, just after the chevenement’s law, with 16 
communes (municipalities); On July 16th, 2000 it extended to thirty communes and in 2003 the commune of 
St Symphorien withdrew the C.A.N. Today, the community of agglomeration of Niort is composed of 29 
communes extending on 54095 hectares from plains and marsh. With more than 100000 inhabitants, this 
territory offers geographical and cultural differences and diversities. Niort capital of the C.A.N is also the 
largest commune with 60000 inhabitants and Thorigny is the smallest one with 72 inhabitants. 
The C.A.N has on its territory a part of the specific area of the Venise Verte, rural region with a balance of 
nature very fragile. 
 
Responsibilities of the C.A.N 
 
Of course the C.A.N has the 4 obligatory competences which are the economic development, the urban 
transportation, the social equity of the housing and the town policy (Niort policy). But the C.A.N has also 
some optional competences which are the creation, management, maintain of the public roads, 
decontamination, the sportive and cultural equipment, protection and enhancer of environment. 
The communes can also decide freely to transfer to the C.A.N other competences. They are the facultative 
competences. For the C.A.N they are the communitarian patrimony interest, the superior education (after the 
high school) and the socio-cultural equipments. 
 
Communities of communes 
 
An agglomerate community is a public establishment of inter-communal co-operation, gathering several 
municipalities forming, at the date of its creation, a territory with a population comprised between 3500 and 
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50000 inhabitants or with more than 50000 without including a central main commune with more than 15000 
inhabitants 
 
Their responsibilities 
 
(The communities of communes have almost the same competences than the agglomeration communities 
but with some specificities as we can see below) 
 
- Economic development: management and maintain of zones with the industrial, commercial, 
handcrafted or touristy activities;  
- Space management: directive schemes and rural management;  
- Public roads;  
- Housing project especially for people in difficulty;  
- Elimination and valorization of the housing’s wastes.  
 
The financial provisions are the same for the communities of communes than for the communities of 
agglomeration 
 
Aunis Verte 
 
Aunis Verte was created the January 1st, 2000 and result on the chevenement law from 1999. Aunis Verte 
count 9500 inhabitants on its 14 communes present on its territory. Its main objective is to hold up the 
commune members. Thus, Aunis Verte has more a role of link than a decisional structure. And it explicitly 
explains that it has to work in relationship with different services of others partners as the state, the region, 
the department, the interregional park of Marais Poitevin as well as its own commune’s members and the 
neighborhood collectivities. 
 
Their responsibilities 
 
(the strategy of the collectivity is defined by its “territory project” developed in 2002.)  
 
- Land settlement: territorial coherence scheme (SCOT). 
 
- Economic development:  
1. Management of 3 handcrafter activity zones 
2. Creation of workshop helping the project creators in order to re-dynamize villages 
 
- Life style and housing:  
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1. Collecting and recycling of garbage  
2. Social housing, HLM (moderate rent accommodation) 
3. Finance the department to widen a college 
4. Manage the gymnasia 
 
- Social and educational: finance lot of association. 
 
- Tourism:  
1. Manage the touristy office 
2. Helped from the park for hiking and cycling paths  
 
The Interregional Park 
 
There was a regional natural park (regional Natural Park of the Marais Poitevin (marshes), Valley of Sèvre 
and the Vendée) from 1979 to 1996, which covered the marsh and the neighboring natural zones. The 
certification was not renewed in 1997 following a very unfavorable evaluation of the evolution of the marsh 
due to intensive cultivation with regard to the extensive breeding formerly present. The community’s 
members of the mixed syndicate union which managed this park did not know to get along on a new charter 
which is compatible with the statute of regional natural reserve and which would have shown a will to rectify 
the situation. In 2002, the steps aiming at new obtaining the label were started. While waiting, it is necessary 
to be satisfied with a label “Interregional Park of the Marais Poitevin”, nonofficial but protecting a minimum all 
the ecosystems. This mixed syndicate union whose President-in-Office (since 2006) is the ecologist 
personality, Yann Hélary, is in charge of the drafting of the new Charter for a Regional Natural reserve. The 
actual charter of the interregional park is signed by 75 communes (municipalities) and concerns two regions, 
three departments and a lot of inter-communal co-operation with own fiscal concerns. Because of this 
situation the mixed syndicate union of the Marais Poitevin had to prepare a very precise charter in order to 
harmonize the territory of the park which is inter-cut between different departmental roles and also between 
different geographical entities. Also because of this situation  
The new charter for the PNR (Regional Natural Park) is in progress of writing and should be complex but 
precise according to the different issues of the whole park in order that every communes can sign it. 
 
The communes 
 
(bessines, magné, coulon, nessier, st christine, aziré, st sigismond, le mazeau, liez, bouillé courdault, 
maillezais, maillé, damvix, la grève sur le mignon, la névoire, mazin, cram-chaban, mauzé sur le mignon, 
prin-deyrencon, le bourdet, le pont, epannes, vallans, granzay-gript, frontenay Rhoan Rohan, sansais, 
amuré, st georges de rex, le vanneau-irleau, st hilaire la pallud, Arcais) 
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The commune is the closest administrative level from the citizens. It is the level where it is easiest to 
participate to the political life. In effect it is more easy to get information, to ask and to purpose ameliorations 
while the municipal council. 
 
The communes’ responsibilities 
 
Communes draw director schemes to decide where to install houses, industry, green spaces and so other 
zones on its territory. Of course this director scheme as to be in coherence with the national regional and 
departmental directives. Communes deliver the building license. Communes participate financially to the 
social and sanitary expending of the departments. It also manage schools, scholar transportation, and 
cultural actions. The fiscal income come from the taxes on habitation (pay by inhabitants) and from the 
property taxes. 
 
10. Comparison between Danish and French organizational 
structures 
 
This chapter deals with the differences between the Danish- and French organizational structure and ways of 
understanding public administration. We have placed our focus on the two theoretical understandings of 
public administration, the notion of multi-level governance and of new public management. In the end we use 
these two theories to discuss the Danish- and French organizational structure and the difference between 
the structures. 
 
Meaning of the term “commune” 
 
The first differences we can observe concerning the political and organizational structures are about the 
vocabulary and the concrete meaning of the word “commune”. In effect the Danish and French communes 
are two different administrative units. In both of the countries the commune is the smallest political and 
organizational level of decision making. The communes function as a link between central government, the 
citizens and local firms and are in both countries a part of the total state administrative system. Physically the 
Danish communes are administrative units, which originally were divided according to the old parishes19. In 
1970 with the Commune Reform the country was divided into self-contained communes, which were fused 
into larger units (Toft Jensen 1988:50+64). The French commune however are any village or town.  
 
                                                 
19 Initially the size of the parishes was determined by a congregation of a particular church (Toft Jensen 1988:81).   
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Multi-level governance in Denmark and France 
 
Multi-level governance originated from studies on European integration in the early 1990s, but now it also 
includes public policy (laws, regulations, decisions and actions of government). Multi-level governance 
characterizes the changing relationships between actors situated at different territorial and organizational 
levels. The idea is to explain the increasingly fading distinction between domestic and international politics, 
which traditionally has been separate domains. In other words the usually hierarchical structure and 
boundaries between different organizational levels is becoming increasingly fluid and result in different 
governance opportunities. In this connection today’s planning is shifting focus from linear political decision 
making to the navigation between possible political alternatives for instance coalitions and networks across 
different institutions and different levels (Toft Jensen & Gyldenkærne: Research project in production). In 
connection to the concrete planning this means that the relevant and affected sides from the private to every 
level of the public sector are joined in a negotiating and interests-related governance network.  
 
The Danish structural reform means very different political and administrative conditions. Without the old 
counties or a strong regional level of administration the new communes have to lean on improved co-
operation and co-ordination between private companies and public institutions. Without this regional level or 
without the arm's length principle one might fear that the new stronger local government (metagovernance) 
intentionally or unintentionally misuse its powers. In other words the commune now has to make 
independent investigations where the only restrictions are the Region’s visionary guidelines. This might 
present a problem for instance in the marginal areas where economic interests might disregard 
environmental considerations.     
 
France on the other hand has three decentralised territorial units: the regions, the department and the 
communes. Historically France has had a strong and centralised state administration, but the 
decentralisation acts of 1982 and 1983 caused the central government to phase out its regional development 
action and hand most of its means of action over to local governments. France’s regions became fully-
fledged territorial units with many new powers, especially with regard to development. The regions drew up 
Concerted Development Programmes (PACTs), in conjunction with the central government and as part of the 
national development plan. The other territorial units were also given greater powers in the decentralisation 
process. The 36,500 communes that make up France were given greater autonomy with regard to urban 
planning. They adopted zoning plans that defined the functions of different areas in each commune 
(agricultural zones, residential zones, greenbelts, etc.) and mayors were given the power to grant building 
permits. Departments were given powers with regard to land reform, such as reparcelling of farmland, and 
management of departmental highways. 
 
Our analysis of the two structures show that in Denmark the structural system is less decentralized than in 
France, because of the existence of smaller administrative entities, even if the French communes have less 
and less power with the creation of the agglomeration’s communities, in 2000. 
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In effect, this regrouping of French communes around main towns centralizes the decision making power 
towards these agglomeration’s communities around urban politics. In this sense, the Danish system appears 
more open to different kind of politics and plans concerning different geographical entities, using thus a local 
development than in France where the agglomeration’s community use a main politic of urbanization. 
With this new administrative structures concerning the different level of decision making power in Denmark 
since the 1st of January 2007, we can see a certain radical change which we do not see happening in 
France. Although France has introduced several decentralization reforms, one as fundamental as the Danish 
structural reform is probably unlikely, probably due to the lack of easy change and a kind of general 
conservatism, which make a radical transformation of old organizational systems impossible. With the 
structural reform Denmark wins a lot of time in its administration reorganization, which on the other hand can 
be very dangerous. In effect if we look at the new Danish administrative organization we see that the last 
decision making power level is bigger than the former one. This leads up to a disaffection from administration 
to citizens. Furthermore the strengthening of the communes cause the regions to have less politically 
influence on the management of the Danish territory. This unequal force of regional level translates a 
decreasing of the administrative level’s number. If there is more simplicity and more transparency in the 
Danish system, especially on the relation between levels, it becomes more dangerous in the meaning that 
there is less control, and less points of view in the territory’s management, making it less efficient and more 
easy to make mistakes or bad planning without anybody to preempt an eventual bad plan. However 
Denmark has a long tradition of governance networks, which might be of help to the new communes. 
Historically Denmark has had a combination of a strong state and strong civil individualism, whereas France 
has a strong state, but a weak civil individualism. In this respect Denmark might be more capable compared 
to France in handling only two strong organizational levels (state and communes) and a multi-level 
governance.          
 
New direction: new public management 
 
As a reaction to the wave of public sector reforms, which characterize the public administrations throughout 
the world since the 1980s, a new management philosophy was introduced: new public management. New 
public management seeks to enhance the efficiency of the public sector and the control that the government 
has over it. The main hypothesis is that greater market orientation will lead to greater cost-efficiency for 
governments. In other words the public sector is more oriented towards outcomes and efficiency through 
better management of public budget. This will be achieved by applying competition, as it is known in the 
private sector. New Public management addresses beneficiaries of public services much like customers 
(another parallel with the private sector) and conversely citizens as shareholders. New public management is 
a combination of desaggregation (splitting large bureaucracies into smaller, more fragmented ones) and 
competition (between different public agencies, and between public agencies and private firms).  
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The new Danish structural reform is in our opinion a step towards new public management and this can be 
seen in the changes in the public administration structure towards more dependence on the private sector 
and other parts of the public sector. The organizational structures are leaning towards the concept of public 
"management" and away from the bureaucratic "administration". Also in France the introduction of business 
management techniques in the 1980s and the influence of liberal economic theories, have led to the 
perception of citizens as customers dealing with competing services, especially since the elimination of 
government monopolies and the privatization of parts of the public sector. Privatizations and the growing 
influence of business models have accelerated changes in public services. Critics of new public 
management argue that this form of management will disregard arm’s length principles or supervision. In this 
perspective one might fear that the entire organizational structure on every level will become one big 
automatic control without adequately supervision from any of the other organizational levels. In this respect 
France might still have sufficient supervision from the local level to the national level, whereas Denmark still 
has to find out whether or not supervision can be regulated without the missing link (the counties).   
 
Concerning the environmental aspects both of the structural system of the administrative organization in 
Lolland and in Venise Verte are under certain European’s directives. 
Every decision making power’s level have to follow the EU directives and each level have to follow the 
directives of the higher level than itself. In Denmark we call it framework steering, in the way that the Danish 
legislation system consisted of three levels of laws, now two, where the smaller level continuously has to 
comply with the larger level. A comparison is the notion of seeing the system organized like Chinese boxes, 
where one fits within the other (Christensen & Georg 1988:158). Each level of administration has public 
elections and has the authority and autonomy to choose and decide their means for achieving or staying 
within the framework laws from the state. Meanwhile, the system in France is more centralized in the way 
that laws are stung out by the central administration directly to the smaller units. Furthermore the central 
government appoints the leaders of the local levels in contrast to public elections.  
EU-directives probably have of the biggest influence on environmental concerns and issues in the 
membership countries. Through looking at least at the Danish legislation on the environmental area, it seems 
constructed solely with the basis on EU-directives and thus maybe Denmark would not have such an 
elaborated legislation towards environmental concerns and protection if it was not for the demands from the 
EU (cf. Water- and Habitatdirective and Natura 2000 areas).  
Problems can appear when the wills of a smaller level are contradicting a bigger level. For instance when 
regional and local interests are different, which was rather common in the former Danish structure with 
disagreements and discussions between counties and communes, or when the administrative level has 
conflicting competences as in the new Danish structure where the communes are a lot more powerful than 
before (e.g.: environmental preservation/economic growth). 
 
In conclusion both countries have implemented decentralization reforms during the last decades and are 
moving towards a multi-level governance. The once so fixed boundaries between the different organizational 
levels are becoming increasingly fluid and different governance networks have more and more influence. 
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This development is perhaps more apparent in Denmark, where the regional level has lost its legislative 
authority and this result in different governance opportunities for instance coalitions and networks across 
different institutions and different levels and across the private and public sector. Additionally both countries 
are moving towards new public management in the administration of the public sector, where citizens are 
perceive of as customers and shareholders. This has resulted in a process of privatization and an extension 
of the public services in both countries.  
 
11. Areaplanning in practice in Lolland Commune 
 
This section seeks to understand what the restructuring of the Danish organization has meant for their work 
with natural and environmental concerns in the areaplanning in Lolland Commune. Before we examine how 
Lolland commune today is working in the stress field of increasing need of focusing on local economy versus 
environmental concern, we shortly present the legislation and issues that the communes were working with 
before the structural reform of 2007. We have chosen not to translate every quotation in this section, instead 
we elaborate throughout the section.  
 
The legal base for communal areaplanning before 2007 
 
Areaplanning on the communal level were lastly changed with the reform of the planning law in the 1970s. 
Most notably in regards to areaplanning, this comprehensive reform led to the implementing of the three 
laws: The Urban and Rural Zones Act, the National and Regional Planning Act and the Municipal Planning 
Act. The act concerning the zoning of the country meant, as noted earlier, the division of Denmark into 
urban-, rural- and summerhouse zone. The national and regional planning act placed the responsibility for, 
that a comprehensive national planning is taking place, in the hands of the minister of environment. The 
responsibility was handled through implementing National Planning Directives as laws on specific topics that 
are valuated to be of national interest, and not as in the case of regional- and communeplan as an overall 
and comprehensive plan on a national level. National planning directives are made in dialog with ministers, 
has the status of national law, are the frames the former counties' regional plans and generally form the 
basic framework steering that is typical for the Danish public administration. The three acts that were 
implemented in the beginning of the 1970s were primarily elaborated in order to increase control with land-
use and more specifically to control urban development in rural areas (Christensen & Georg 1988:155).  
 
The regional plan was one of the comprehensive plans that sought to gather the plans for different sectors 
and make the connection to specific geographical areas in the county. It was made within the frames of 
national planning directives and with the content of priorities and wishes of the communes in the county. 
Thus the communes decided to a large extent the content of the regional plan (Christensen & Georg 
1988:160).  
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The communeplan had to comply with the regional plan and was the other overall plan that would coordinate 
sectorplans on a smaller scale and more detailed towards the commune's areas. As draft and as final 
versions of both the regional- and communeplan, public hearings would take place. The communeplan 
consisted of two parts, one with the general land-use pattern and one with detailed account of permitted and 
restricted land-use in different areas in the commune. Today there is no regional plan to comply with, but the 
communeplan has to refer to the environmental centres and thus directly to the state. What this change in 
control has meant for areaplanning in Lolland commune will be discussed later in this section. 
 
The degree of decentralization from the state before 2007 
 
Decentralization of the communes can be seen through the communes' budget, the legal base and the use 
of public participation, which will be elaborated with in the following. Financially the communes, before 2007 
(or before the tax freeze) could decide the level of income and property taxation, which would be in 
compliance with the general restrictions from the parliament (Skovsgaard 1988:102). Generally half of the 
communes' expenditures were, at that time, covered by the state. In addition to this existed the so called 
general- and block grants, which could be applied for by communes with special circumstances like Lolland 
with its higher proportion of people on social welfare and the lower taxbase, compared to the national 
average.  
 
Regarding participation of the public, the commune's legal paper in form of the communeplan was put to 
public hearing and the county council controlled the compliance of the regional plan and thus the frames of 
the national planning directives. Decentralization seen through public participation deals with the way that 
the public's right or possibilities to intervene in the planning and local decisions are secured through the 
demand of public hearing. In regards to the legal base, then because of the non-existing national plan, the 
regional- and communeplan is evidence of the two units authority in the way that they decide the means for 
developing the administrative unit in the direction appointed through the framework (Christensen & 
Magnussen 1988:210-212). Thus the power of deciding in which way the commune wants to develop, 
though within the centrally decided framework, lies in theory in the regional- and communal plans. The 
principle can be seen in the way that the development and wishes for development stems from the local 
administrative level through elaborating communeplans and from the public through the period of public 
debate (Christensen & Magnussen 1988:210).  
 
Typical dilemmas in areaplanning before 2007 
 
Typical problems in areaplanning before the structural reform of 2007 were thus conflicts between diverging 
interests, strategic land-use planning and administrative areas versus cultural areas (Christensen & 
Magnussen 1988:208-209).  
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An example of companies with diverging interests in the area than that of environmental protection is one of 
a private company wanting to establish a summer camp resort in a natural protected area. An establishment 
in such an area required a supplement to the regional plan. The commune approved of the company's 
interest and applied the county council, which through the technical and environmental committee, appointed 
by the county council, agrees with the commune and the company. During the first public hearing of the 
supplement to the local plan, the citizens, whereas many have a summerhouse in the area, protest and the 
local opposition is putting political pressure on the county, and the county stops the process. In such a case, 
the public and the political opposition stopped the wishes of the company and of the commune. As the quote 
shows below, it is a matter of the company's ability to persuade the local authority. 
 
"The only issue is whether the private interests are successful in persuading the local 
authorities to revise or neglect the existing plans" (Christensen & Magnussen 1988:208) 
 
Persuading of the commune was apparently the first step when a company wanted to establish itself in an 
area of other interests than urban development or industry. The conflict of diverging interests can be seen 
today as well, where our interview person from Lollands planning department, Trine Kristoffersen, noted their 
work with implementing the results of the necessary public hearings, and how that is problematic in it self in 
that it requires extra examination and in the end means more work of the officials. Anyhow the notion of 
persuading the commune and the county to agree on projects, activities and change of land use have 
supposedly become easier after 2007 in that only one level needs persuasion and the increased need for the 
commune to prioritize as a company on a competitive market furthermore calls for less demands to the 
environmental sustainability of the desired activities. 
Another dilemma concerns diverging strategies as to the specific land uses in different areas. This conflict 
often takes place between the interests of the national and the local level through the zoning of the areas. 
Earlier the national government was doing national planning directives concerning placement of potential 
nuclear power plants and associated protection zones that were free from any changes or new 
constructions. This national directive took up a lot of space when looking at the local level, and thus was 
restraining the local government as to what areas they had available for the desired local development, the 
parceling out for dwelling areas or similar. The planning of nuclear power plants were never build in 
Denmark, was seldom realistic and thus the zoning at that time must have seemed impractical (Christensen 
& Magnussen 1988:209). Other seemingly impractical area boundaries were a conflict between 
administrative and cultural areas referring to the problem of people living in the outskirts of one 
administrative area and sharing a local culture with people and practices in another administrative entity. 
Practically the problem might result in people needing to use a hospital or school, which is further away than 
the nearest one in the neighboring area. This again makes people think the administrative boundaries are 
impractical and could cause conflicts. 
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Areaplanning in Lolland Commune today 
 
This and the following section will look upon the challenges in the everyday practice in Lolland commune, 
with a special emphasis on the changes brought by the amalgamation of the communes in Lolland. The 
discussions use as the point of departure our interview with the teamleader of the planning department in 
Lolland Commune, Trine Kristoffersen (TK) and deal with the challenges Lolland commune is facing with the 
new structure and through the characteristics of being a marginal area.  
The information we received from the interview is characterized though by the fact, that it is very early in the 
process after the implementing of the structural reform. Consequently the practical problems and conflicts 
between the assignments and the commune's fulfilling of these have not shown yet. Still we point out existing 
and possible conflicts that TK speaks of.  
Firstly we deal with the concrete organization of the commune, a certain dependence of partnerships (public-
public/public-private). Then is dealt with the new ways of working with systemic planning in the commune, 
followed by a more specific emphasize on the new communal assignments of Environmental assessments 
and VVM and in the end the potential conflicts between politicians interests, which here is placed similar to 
the interests of private companies, that is the economical and growth oriented view as opposed to the 
legislation and administration which here represents the securing of the environment. 
 
Lolland as a company in the state 
 
One of the government's intentions with the structural reform is an enhanced decentralization of the new 
amalgamated and thus centralized communes. 
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Figure of the formal organization of Lolland Commune 
(http://www.lolland.dk/Om_Lolland_Kommune/Organisation.aspx).  
 
This figure shows how Lolland commune is organized with the different sectors of equal ranking and three 
cross-disciplinary sectors that deal with aspects like the commune's 'Economy' and 'Development and 
Business'. TK refers to these two sectors as their primary cooperating partners. Collaboration between the 
sectors and departments in the commune is thought of as very central in the new communes, with key words 
like knowledge sharing and sparring. TK states that the collaboration and outcome of sparring with the other 
sectors is working satisfactory. The 150 decentralized units cover the entire amount of schools, medical 
institutions, libraries and other public institutions under the administration of the commune. The decentral 
character of the commune is emphasized through showing these decentralized units an apparently 
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autonomous units with a large degree of self-government. These institutions and units have appointed a 
director, which is collaborating with their specific sector.  
 
As noted earlier Lolland commune is a merge of 7 communes and part of the county. The communes were 
very different in size and type and were thus run in very different ways. In the technological and 
environmental department, in which TK is teamleader, are now employed approximately 50 people from the 
former different organizations. Employers from Nakskov commune, where she was working and from the 
counties are more used to working in a decentralized organization than people from other and smaller 
communes, as stated below. 
 
"Vi har faktisk været decentrale i Nakskov, helt i yderste konsekvens faktisk. Det har 
fuldstændig kørt selvstændigt, som en virksomhed i kommunen kan man sige, hvor vi 
selvfølgelig har haft en budgetramme vi skulle overholde og så har vi gjort som vi mener 
man skulle gøre. Og det er hensigten, at Lolland kommune også skal være en decentral 
organisation. Men det er den bare ikke endnu, det er noget, der kommer gradvist.  
… 
"Alle de her forskellige mennesker, der er kørt sammen, vi skal finde samme ståsted. Det er 
jo forskellige måder vi tænker på. Generelt kan man sige, at dem, der kommer fra amtet og 
Nakskov kommune har været vant til at handle og tage stilling til tingene selv. Dem, der ikke 
har været vant til det, har haft en borgmester, som måske har bestemt det meste, er ikke 
vant til det" (s. 3).  
 
According to TK existed varying degrees of independence from the local politicians and how that affected the 
practical case handling in the communes and the way the employers are used to be working. An example of 
the first aspect is a former commune that planned a summerhouse area to be placed next to a pig farm. 
They have received many justified and entitled objections and she values that a complete redo of the 
localplan would be better. But as she says, it will most likely not be possible because the former politicians 
are now in the city council.  
The problem of different types of employers that were merged together in a new workplace is causing some 
confusion in the work of Lolland commune. Most employers from the smaller communes are used to other 
practices, where the local politicians are following the case handling much closer. Because of the smaller 
size, the employers might also have been working with aspects from another sector than the current 
technological and environmental sector is. She underlines that it has been difficult to decode the needs in the 
workforce for Lolland commune and to fit together the employers' different wishes and knowledge resources 
into the demanded assignments.  
The organization and practice of Lolland commune is, as TK says, build up like a regular business in the way 
as described above in relation to the communes organization diagram.  
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Partnerships 
 
Working in partnerships is a relatively new practice in public administration, which coincide with the 
decentralization of the units and the trend towards the communes being more as independent companies. 
The function of the communes used to rely more on the financial dependence of the state, whereas today 
the commune rely more on funds and support from the state and the EU and other foundations and private 
investments. A way of decentralization from the state is thus the cut-down of public money. 
TK believes that the development in Lolland has to lean more towards applying for EU-funds and from 
different foundations in order to survive. TK speaks of an example of a new state forest, that has been 
opened and how the mayor of Lolland stated in a speech to the Danish environmental minister, Connie 
Hedegaard, that Lolland was very much interested in working with nature, meaning – together with the state. 
TK sees this remark as an expression of the need for Lolland to interact and cooperate in a larger extent with 
the state, companies and public in general20. Another relevant example in Lolland is that of rural district 
development, where the private foundation of Realdania is sponsoring half of the expenses in a large 
supporting project to economic and social development in rural areas. This is the way Lolland has to go, 
because state money is decreasing and the need for a more conscious development of the rural areas is 
increasing (Toft Jensen 1988:64). As positive elements in Lolland commune, TK emphasizes nature, the 
silence as opposed to the city and cheap housing and land, which they have to be better to brand.  
Looking at development in this way is very much equal to the strategy of a company, which seeks to 
rationalize and optimize their qualities and challenges. The notion of clarifying what the strengths and 
weaknesses are of Lolland commune and how it can be rationalized and improved. 
Support from outside the organization is crucial for the survival of the commune. Putting the commune in 
such a situation by cutting down on state funds, supposedly stresses the optimizing and speculating in 
economic growth in the commune. She answers to the question, if she believes it governs the projects that 
are carried through, that financial support is being offered, that money sometimes are controlling for which 
project that is being carried through. On the other hand, as she says, in some cases the idea of a project 
comes first, and after is checked if support is an opportunity, additionally they also carry through projects 
where no money is offered. Finally she remarks that Lolland is not being giving all the funds for projects, they 
always have to supply with approximately half of the expenditures of the project. (TK:5-6).  
The prospect of financial support or interaction with private capital would thus influence the choices and 
prioritizes of the commune and draw the development in a different direction than if it was fully financed by 
the state. We will not go into valuating which is better or worse but we are simply noting this as a critical view 
on the change of the public administration. 
 
 
                                                 
20 "…Der holdt borgmesteren en tale over for ministeren, hvor han tilkendegav at Lolland kommune var meget 
interesseret i at arbejde med natur. Partnerskabsaftaler og sådan noget, så jeg vil tro, det går den retning. Der har vi så 
også andre projekter i gang. Fx sådan noget landsbyudvikling, som er delvist finansieret i Realdania og der indgår også 
naturaspektet i projektet." (TK:4). 
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Collaboration with other public administrations 
 
The environmental center in Roskilde is, as explained earlier, the superior authority of the planning area, 
dealing with larger VVM-cases and nature- and environmental cases. Earlier the superior planning authority 
was the National Forest and Nature Agency and the Danish Environmental Protection Agency. As TK describes 
the connection between the two, were more in the sense of control and regulation, whereas the connection 
now to the environmental center is more co-operational. The official in the environmental center who is 
responsible for Lolland complying national planning directives and national legislation, also interact in the 
specific planning through dialog.  
 
"Vi er planteamet og har så mest samarbejde med miljøcentret i Roskilde og det fungerer 
rigtig godt. Meget bedre end det nogensinde har været. Tidligere var det jo Skov- og 
Naturstyrelse og Miljøstyrelsen vi samarbejdede med. De var mere myndighed kan man 
sige. Miljøcentret er det mere samarbejde kan man sige. Der er lagt op til i denne her 
strukturreform, at man skal have dialog omkring sager før de bliver konkrete" (TK:8). 
 
TK appreciates that they only have to contact one person. It makes it easier to contact the center-person and 
ask for his opinion in cases where it is found necessary. The center is also involved when sending objections 
when they are checking the suggestions to localplans currently in public hearing. This takes place under the 
same premises as citizens. This is a new activity and TK states that it is a much closer contact than earlier. 
The collaboration with the neighboring communes was very comprehensive in the old structure, where they 
had networks and meetings approximately on a monthly basis. The commune still needs to implement all the 
new assignments and responsibilities and has not yet had time to do any collaboration with neighboring 
communes.  
 
Systemic Planning 
 
A way of working, which is becoming increasingly popular with the developments in public management, is 
emphasized in the structural reform is the notion of systemic planning (helhedorienteret planlægning). As the 
quote shows below, TK states that in developing an area in the commune- and localplan, both the interests 
of local politicians and the demands of legislation concerning for instance sustainable development, nature, 
landscape and cultural issues, is being taken into account. Thus areaplanning in Lolland commune is being 
dealt with from a broad perspective, as TK states below. She is speaking of the interests they attend to, 
including the attitude of the politicians and legislation on the areas of sustainability, nature-, landscape- and 
cultural concerns. Through these legislative interests she notes that they have a broad perspective as to 
seeing the most appropriate development of different areas:  
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"Det vi tager hensyn til er dels politikernes holdning, som vi selvfølgelig skal prøve at få 
indarbejdet i alle vores planer, og dels  lovgivningen på området, omkring bæredygtighed, 
natur-, landskabs- og kulturhensyn osv.. Der er vi nødt til at have de store briller på og se, 
hvordan får vi udviklet netop dette område mest hensigtsmæssigt, så man varetager de her 
interesser og får en helhedsorienteret planlægning. Det er meget de briller vi har på hos os" 
(s. 1). 
 
Obvious is, that appropriateness of a plan of development is a central aspect when creating the commune- 
and localplans. Not as obvious is what the planning authorities perceive as appropriate in different situations 
and how they prioritize the interests. We deal with in this paper, how that perception of appropriateness in 
planning has changed during the last 15-20 years. What currently is perceived in the commune as planning 
in an appropriate way may not be the same as in earlier periods. What apparently is understood as 
'appropriate' according to TK is the respect of nature, environment, landscape, people and culture in the way 
that is written in national legislation.  
Thus a certain view and order of priority of nature and environment, is underlying the legislation that stems 
from the current political processes, of which the structural reform can be seen as an expression.  
The problem TK raises towards our project is thus that Lolland commune does not directly work with 
prioritizing either nature or local economic interests, but are 'just' following legislation. She answered as if 
she did not acknowledge the fact that the meaning of different legislations to some extent are interpreted and 
defined by the public officials.  
 
The goal for this project is among other aspects to examine if or to which extent the new Danish structure 
triggers a prioritizing of local economy over natural interests. The answer lies to a larger degree in 
understanding the basis for the changes in the specific legislation, that has been made in order for 
implementing the structural reform, than in the communes practical work it self.  
In a later section we will get back to the discussion of the problematic view of nature that underlies the 
general political development and hence legislation in the two countries, France and Denmark. 
 
Environmental Assessments and VVM 
 
The communes' contact with environmental issues before 2007 were limited to physical planning, 
administration and payment for roads that primarily serviced local transportation, sewerage, waste-
management and water supply (Skovsgaard 1988:104). Two of the new responsibilities that the communes 
have been given are to carry out Environmental Assessments (Miljøvurdering af planer of programmer) also 
referred to as strategic environmental assessment (SMV – Strategisk Miljøvurdering) and VVM (Vurdering af 
Virkninger på Miljøet) (Valuation of the effects on the environment). Environmental assessments takes place 
on a larger scale than the more specific VVM of the planning projects and is elaborated in an earlier stage of 
a given planning project (http://www.skovognatur.dk). 
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The counties used to perform the VVM, whereas environmental assessment is a new activity implemented 
from an EU-directive in the Miljømålsloven in 2003, which came into effect in the communes in 2004. The 
task is to prepare assessments on each plan and program or strategy that the commune might create. In the 
quote below TK talks of the work with environmental assessments and that she believes it creates a 
connection or a whole in the planning.  
 
"Konkret når man går ind og laver fx en lokalplan, så skal man jo lave en miljøvurdering af 
planen. Der ser man bl.a. på, om det har nogle konsekvenser for miljøet, naturen, 
menneskets sundhed osv. Det står helt tydeligt i loven, hvad vi skal vurdere i forhold til. Det 
er ikke noget kommuner generelt har været særligt gode til, det er en relativ ny lov. Der er 
ikke rigtig nogle, der har fundet ud af præcist, hvordan man gør det her godt. Men det er 
noget af det vi skal lære, fordi det er utroligt vigtigt. Netop også at få en sammenhæng i 
tingene, det er det en miljøvurdering kan være med til at skabe" (s. 7). 
 
She states that it creates consistency in areaplanning when doing an assessment of the consequences on 
nature and environment of a plan or planned activity in an area. Saying that, she also is of the conviction that 
it is meaningful and possible to valuate nature and reach a somewhat objective understanding of for instance 
a plan's effects and consequences on nature. We find it an interesting supplement to the assignments in 
local areaplanning, in that it requires time and knowledge to at least reach some kind of valid conclusion with 
these assessments, that the communes currently are not fitted with.  
  
Politicians and private companies vs. legislation and administration 
 
In regards to the new assignment of administrating the landzones, TK stated that it is the same case 
handling methods that was used in the counties for the landzone, as Lolland commune is using today. If a 
company desires to place a production in an area that is not designated for industry use, then it is not 
possible because of the former regionplan and communeplan, she states. Furthermore she described the 
differences between politicians' attitude towards development of the commune and the attitude that the 
administrative body has towards the regulations, they have to comply with.  
 
"TK: Ja, for når der er en virksomhed som gerne vil etablere sig ude på en eller anden mark, 
så kan politikerne jo ikke forstå det. De skal jo have nogle arbejdspladser. Men det er ikke 
alt, der bare lige kan lade sig gøre" (TK:11). 
 
The quote above can be seen as an expression of the attitude politicians have towards developing Lolland 
that they aim for amongst other things an increased number of workplaces. But as she states, not everything 
can be allowed and it is, as noted earlier, one of the tasks of the administration to inform and persuade 
politicians with stable arguments of the legislation boundaries.  
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The critique that the new communes have been given planning authority of the landzone areas appears here 
through TK's statements that they are just following legislation and therefore a planning that is harmful to the 
environment according to the law, cannot be executed. Even if a company, important for the political strategy 
of employment and tax base, wanted to establish itself in a restricted zone, the commune would not 
compromise legislation. This is what the commune practice is about, and therefore we do not imply that 
Lolland is not following legislation, nevertheless we leave open the possibility that sometimes the laws can 
be interpreted in different ways. This is why TK's remark that Lolland commune is 'just' following legislation, 
as appears in the quote below, leads us to say something about which view of nature these laws implies.  
 
"Altså situationen kunne sikkert godt opstå, hvor en virksomhed fik lov til et eller andet, som 
politikerne mente, at de skulle have lov til. Men rent administrativt er det jo ikke sådan vi 
arbejder. Der sidder vi netop og forholder os til hvordan lovgivningen er, og det er den 
anbefaling vi sender frem til politikerne." (TK:9) 
 
TK also states that she does not believe or see a contradiction between environmental concern and 
economic interests of Lolland commune. She states, that that is the notion of sustainable development that 
the commune has to follow (TK:11). It seems like she believes that legislation has the necessary power to 
secure the environmental concerns in relation to economic interests. 
 
"Der er jo ikke nogen der er interesseret i at ødelægge miljøet. Men der kan godt komme en 
eller anden kæmpe stor virksomhed, der har meget stor prioritet.  
Men sandsynligheden for at den virksomhed skulle ødelægge et eller andet er også svær at 
se, fordi hvis plangrundlaget måske ikke er på plads eller måske fordi der skal laves en 
VVM-screening, kan det ikke lade sig gøre at den etablerer sig i det område" (redigeret lidt, 
TK:11) 
 
As she says above, then of course no one is interested in destroying nature and environment. By that she 
means – within the borders of the law. The nature she is planning in and for is defined in the relevant laws as 
limit values and sentences like "Good condition" (cf. the EU-water framework directive). Taking care of the 
environment refers in legislative terms in this context to a notion that nature is good nature if the water 
condition in a lake can be defined as a "good condition". It is a discussion of how we believe we can value 
nature, and at the limit how it at all is possible to meaningfully make boundaries for and between human, 
economy and nature through legislation. An interest in this paper has to do with which kind of boundaries are 
being exercised through legislation and understanding these through looking at the practical planning in a 
commune. The boundaries here refer to which view one has of nature, and which view lies behind these 
laws and the public structures. 
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12. The organization of areaplanning in France 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The following analysis has been possible with the three person’ helps from two different commune’s village 
halls and one from the DDE (departmental direction for equipment) where all the areaplanning (POS, PLU 
and SCOT) of the department are classified.  
  
To understand the areaplanning process in France, we need to analysis the political process between the 
national level and the local areaplanning. The French areaplanning system is, as most of planning, an 
organization that we can see as Chinese boxes. In effect each decisional levels influencing an areaplanning 
has to respect the previous schemas from higher levels. 
The first level with frameworks influencing the use of lands are the European Union and its restrictions 
through the so-called Natura 2000 plan, which forbid, in the zones judged fragile or with an environmental 
interest, to build any constructions having an direct influence on faun and flora. (These zones concerning the 
Marais Poitevin can be seen in appendix. Note that Venise Verte is the Eastern half-part of Marais Poitevin) 
The second level is the national one, which interdict to construct in zones called “sites classés”(classed 
sites). These classed sites protect zones with  a general interest, the environment as well as the landscapes, 
the natural and urban patrimony.  
Most of the Venise Verte’s territory is under “site classé” and “Natura 2000”. In effect, the only part of the 
territory which is not protected by the state (through the Prak) and the EU are the village centers. 
The administrative level that takes care of the use of land (areaplanning) is the communal one 
(municipalities) with the POS (Sol Occupation Plan) and the PLU (Local Plan of Urbanism). Nevertheless the 
agglomeration’s communities can also have their own areaplanning called SCOT (territorial coherence 
schema). The SCOT is an areaplanning harmonized by some development’s politics and with an inter-
communal scale. But even if communes and EPCI can decide for their own areaplanning they must follow 
the directives coming from the higher levels.   
That is why before to involve the organization around areaplanning at the communal scale we will see 
national and regional frameworks that each commune or EPCI have to respect during the redaction of their 
POS, PLU and SCOT. 
POS (Sol Occupation Plan) 
PLU (Local Plan of Urbanism) 
SCOT (territorial coherence schema) 
PADD (sustainable development and filling-out project) 
DIACT (inter-ministerial delegation for the territorial competitiveness and the land 
settlement) 
SRADT (regional land settlement and development schema) 
EPCI (inter-communal co-operation) 
DDE (departmental direction for equipment)
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A national framework 
 
The communal areaplanning from Venise Verte, after having respected the “Natura 2000” and “sites classes” 
restrictive, must respect some frameworks of which one is the DIACT (inter-ministerial delegation for the 
territorial competitiveness and the land settlement). The DIACT, aims to prepare a national politics of land 
settlement and territorial development and has since 2005 a new objective broader and more specific.  
In effect the government has a new wish to promote the attractiveness and competitiveness of territory as 
well as to follow a politics of solidarity regarding to fragile and isolated zones. This delegation is inter-
ministerial and wants to accompanied the economic mutations through a politics of land use in order to 
control the outcomes of these mutations. For that, this national politic deals with the development of the 
attractive area’s assets and helps, by a politic of territorial cohesion, the territories suffering from the 
economic and industrial crisis. The DIACT does not enable us to understand the areaplanning of Venise 
Verte because the scale of its territory is too small and DIACT deal with a more regional or maybe 
departmental scales and regulates urban projects. But the influence of Niort on Venise Verte can be 
analyzed as a politics following the DIACT’s framework. 
 
A regional framework 
 
The final redaction of the areaplanning through the POS, PLU and SCOT has also to follow regional 
directives present in the SRADT (regional land settlement and development schema) which precise the 
fundamental orientations, of the sustainable development in regional territories and of its principle fitting-out. 
This schema since 1995, includes a prospective analysis document, a regional charter and some 
cartographic documents, all these document being writing by the regional councils and supervising by the 
“regional prefecture” which is an national level organism dealing with the region scale affairs. In effect the 
national level still has a strong control in any decisional scale. 
 The SRADT aims to rehabilitate the “degraded territory” and also deals with the protection and enhancer of 
the environment, landscapes, natural and urban patrimony integrating the inter-regional and transborder 
dimensions as well as the coherence with the national politics and the other territorial collectivities.  
We can at this moment see that if the coherence between the different administrative level (state, region, 
department, commune) is unilateral, the spatial coherence, from the regional level, is multilateral, in the fact 
that the SRADT can interact each others (at least in theory).  
The redaction of this schema (especially its charter) is done by the regional council with a participatory 
demarche associating regional non-governmental organisms, laboratories, citizens, elected peoples, NGO’s 
overseers, company’s overseers, universities and so on, all them around workshops and other participatory 
planning methods. 
Regarding Venise Verte, the SRADT is most of all help by the interregional park (state-owned level) 
particularly concerning the protection of nature and the project’s coherence of the interregional project or the 
coherence between project from transborder areas. 
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Before to redacts its own areaplanning, a commune (and now EPCI with the SCOT) needs previously to 
know these different constraints in order to don’t loose time and money into the introduction of theirs 
areaplanning. 
Nowadays all the new redactions of areaplanning are call PLU (Plan Local d’Urbanisme: local plan of 
urbanism), but lot of POS (Plan d’Occupation des Sols: sol occupation plan) are still present in Venise Verte 
‘s communes (municipalities).  
 
The areaplanning’s reform from POS to PLU and SCOT 
 
The POS is a juridical document created in 1967 by the “land orientation law”. And its redaction has been 
canceled by the “loi SRU” (urban renewal and solidarity law) from the 13th December 2000 with the PLU’s 
creation. But the POS are still valid as long as they are not removed to PLU. With the decentralization law 
from the 7th January 1983, the areaplanning in France is a responsibility of communes and not of the DDE 
(Direction Departemental de l’Equipment: departmental direction of equipment), which is a state-own 
organism, as it was the case before 1983. But the POS like the PLU had and still have to be validated  by the 
state, territorial collectivity interested (region, department) as well as by a couple of public organisms like the 
interregional park of Marais Poitevin for the Venise Verte’s communes. 
Even if lot of Venise Verte’s communes still have the same POS since more than 20 years, POS and PLU 
were and are established for an approximate duration of 10 years. The French areaplanning settle the 
general conventions for the sol uses which can comports construction interdictions and restrictions. It 
actually determines the construction rights (build license) for the public and private proprieties and controls 
theirs evolutions.  
 
The POS’s redaction comport three main parts.  
The first one is a presentation rapport which is an essential document enabling us to understand the issues 
of the POS’s influences. In effect this rapport explains the initial situations of the concerned commune’s 
territories. It also shows the objectives of the fitting-out and try to evaluate the futures environmental, 
equipments, demographic consequences of the future PLU (because a POS cannot be redacted anymore). 
In this rapport we must also found how the future areaplanning respect the superior directives which it must 
be compatible with. The insufficiency or absence of this presentation rapport can cancel any find of urbanism 
document (PLU or SCOT). 
The second part that a POS must possess is the graphic document which is a map form document splitting 
commune’s territories into several zone, as following: 
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The third document present in the POS is the regulation. It describes for each zones of the graphic 
document the regulation to apply. 
It concerns 15 rules whereof the most important are what is forbidden to build, maximum height of buildings, 
exterior aspects (shutter, portal etc.), the COS (sol occupation coefficient: construction density (in square 
and cube meters) that the sols can possess on it). 
 
Despite the fact than some communes still are in procession of a POS, some others made a PLU and others 
are redacting one. The interviewed person from the department level told us which communes have this new 
PLU and which ones are redacting it. It was obvious that most of them are the nearer Venise Verte’s 
communes from Niort (Coulon, Bessines, Magné, st Hilaire la Pallud). These communes are the “richest” 
from Venise Verte and with a biggest territory and development’s possibilities (economic development: 
tourism and demographic development). That can be explained by the fact that “a redaction of a PLU is long, 
costly, and heavy for a little commune” as told us Madam Barbier from the Vanneau’s commune: 
 
“ la rédaction d’un nouveau PLU nous apparait long, lourd et couteux surtout pour une petite commune 
comme le Vanneau » 
 
« the redaction of a new PLU appears for us long, heavy and costly especially for a small commune as le 
Vanneau”   
 
If the adjectives long and heavy appeared understandable, we did not understand what the financial aspect 
was doing in a public reorganization. Our second call to another village hall enabled us to understand why. 
Madam Godin from Sansais’s commune, village which is redacting a new PLU, explains us that due to the 
too little size of the commune they had to hire a private company to get help for the PLU’s redaction. 
 
“On a eu besoin de l’aide d’une boite de Poitiers pour nous aider au niveau de la rédaction du PADD » 
 
« We needed help from a company from Poitiers  in order to help us for the PADD’s redaction » 
 
- urban zones (U): zones built and/or destined to be built.  
Among these urban zones we have two kinds of zones U: 
 - central zones (UA) 
 - industrial zones (UI): 
- natural zones (N), with 
 - future urbanization zones (NA)  
 - urbanized zones but not going to be reinforced (NB) 
 - agricultural zones (NC) 
- protected zones (ND)
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The PADD (Projet d’Aménagement et de Developpement Durable: sustainable development and filling-out 
project) is the essential novelty between POS and PLU.  This new document that the PLU has to possess 
shows the aspect more environmental that has the PLU in comparison to the POS. The zoning and the 
regulation must still be present in the redaction of the PLU and they have to be compatible with the PADD, 
even if they are modified. 
 
If the document concerning the regulation has the same 15 rules on it, the zone’s structure (graphic 
document) is quite different as we can see below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This new zone’s structure can appear as a result of a change of the French view of nature, by the fact that 
agricultural zones are not considered anymore as a natural zone but they are now considered as a protected 
zone by communes. Moreover, if the POS’s zone called “zone NA” was a natural zone destined to be 
urbanized, now any zone considered as natural is protected. One of the interesting interrogation that we can 
point up is: during a redaction of a new PLU where will the “zones NA” be put on, zone N, zone 2AU or why 
not zone A? 
One more think we can observe with this zoning’s change is that except the protected zones (A and N) all 
the other zones are under the urbanization pressure even the 2AU. With this  last trend we can see the 
French housing problem. 
 
The elaboration of this PLU is, as said madam Barbier, a long and heavy procedure. In effect after the 
redaction of the PLU by the municipal council, it has to be send, in accordance to the commune’s situation, 
to several organizations: department (where we got the information concerning which Venise Verte’s 
communes have a PLU), region, public transport’s organization, parks (natural, national or regional), public 
organizations of industry, trade, jobs and agricultural activities as well as adjacent territorial collectivities if 
the communes have boundaries with another region or department. The PLU has also to be discuss during a 
public hearing in order to get information from the local population. Finally a public survey must be done by a 
master of public survey. 
Note that the PLU have to be changed as often as the legislation framework changes, what is not so often. 
-Zone U: already urbanized zones and where there are enough infrastructures to host new 
constructions. 
-Zone AU: natural zone but where communes want to start an urbanization. 
Among this last zone we can found two other kinds of sub-zones: 
  -Zone 1AU: zone immediately urbanizable     
 -Zone 2AU:free zone where a PLU’s modification can change the zoning of this 
sector to urbanize this same sector.  
-Zone A: agricultural zone: protected zone for its agronomic, biologic and economic potential of the 
agricultural land. 
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Even if a PLU can be applicable to an inter-communal co-operation, the SCOT (shema de cohesion 
territorial: territorial cohesion schema) appears more adapted for an areaplanning concerning a largest 
territory. The SCOT, created in 2000, has for objectives to define the development’s orientations, in avoiding 
a too precise localization of its politics. The development’s orientations have to deal with the respectful 
equilibrium between urban, agricultural and economic developments as well as the preservation of air and 
natural and urban landscapes. 
If the SCOT looks like a PLU in is elaboration and the elements present in its redaction, the issues which it 
has to take care into consideration are much  more general, that why it has to deal with the different 
displacement which structure its territory (commuter’s mobility, shopping mobility and recreational mobility). 
Also we have to know that all the zoning (graphic document) of each communes that the SCOT concerns are 
in the SCOT’s redaction. All these complicated issues to take into consideration and documents that the 
SCOT has to deal with lead up to a huge elaboration process.  
Nevertheless when a SCOT is redacted, sent to all the organisms as necessary, and excepted, the EPCI 
(inter-communal co-operation) in procession of the SCOT has a power over all the areaplanning of the 
communes which are in the inter-communal co-operation. 
While lot of Venise Verte communes have just redacted theirs PLU and others are redacting their ones, the 
CAN (agglomeration’s community of Niort) is redacting is SCOT. Thus the new PLU and the old POS from 
each communes will be use for the SCOT’s graphic document of CAN. By getting a SCOT, the CAN will can 
use its areaplanning control to control its territory and thus manage the touristy, demographic and urban 
development. 
 
By the fact that a SCOT has a broad competences notably concerning the urban, economic, transport, 
infrastructure and agricultural development and by the fact that the development of a territory is more and 
more control and influence by towns (and their agglomeration), the regional level will appear, with the 
SCOT’s expansion, as a link and a giver of subvention but not really as a real creative entity giving 
dynamism and impulsion to its territory. 
 
Similarities between French and Danish areaplanning reforms 
 
In this last point which is just a possibility but seriously conceivable, the French structure concerning 
areaplanning become closer and closer from the Danish one. We can speak about a mix  “centra- and 
decentralization”. In effect both of the system are decentralizing the competences from the national or 
regional level to the “commune level” concerning the Denmark, and to EPCI (inter-communal co-operation) 
for France. But in the same time with the radical 2007 structure reform in Denmark and with both the creation 
of agglomeration’s communities and the areaplanning transformation (POS, PLU, SCOT), we can observe a 
general centralization of the political and decisional power from the former Danish communes and the 
French municipalities to the new Danish communes and the French EPCI. 
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To conclude about the French “POS, PLU, SCOT reform” concerning areaplanning, we can say that the 
change of the areaplanning structure improve the environmental aspect by the protection of more zones 
through the new part called PADD presents in the PLU and SCOT. Nevertheless the urbanization process is 
going to be intensified leading to a dualistic areaplanning between protected zones and zones destined to be 
urbanized. This is all the more so that the areaplanning is going to be control by agglomeration’s 
communities with theirs strong urban politics.  
But could we not have an alternative zone, neither urban nor protected, to qualify some specific zones in 
order to organize the territories in a more adapted way?    
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13. Concrete cases in Lolland Commune  
 
This chapter demonstrates which considerations and legislations Lolland Commune has to respect when 
carrying through planning projects and which environmental aspects that have to be taken into account 
during that process. We describe the three cases in Lolland commune, Dannemare Marinapark, An 
extension of a summerhouse area, a partnership project about rural district development and finalize it with 
looking at the planning dilemmas more broadly. Then we describe a comprehensive bicycle-plan of the Parc 
of Marais-Poitevin in Venise Verte and discussing some of the planning dilemmas in the French context. 
Finally we have a discussion of the views of nature in areaplanning. We discuss what kind of values the 
commune places on nature in the different projects, through looking upon the communes' view of nature that 
we see appearing from the motifs of the projects. Connected to that discussion, we look upon if the wish for 
growth is exceeding environmental considerations. Additionally we discuss in a broader perspective the view 
of nature in different influential organizations and associations on the environmental area. The discussion is 
structured with the use of a figure in the form of a coordinate system that sprung from our discussions of how 
to understand these different perceptions of the concept of nature.  
 
Dannemare Marinapark 
 
Lolland Commune is currently planning to build a holiday resort on the stretch of the coast at Dannemare 
Beach in the southern part of Lolland. The resort will be named Dannemare Marinapark. The plan consists of 
three areas: 
 
1. An area with holiday houses, which will accommodate up to 200 adjoining holiday houses. 
2. An area of activity, which will consist of a wellness centre with various spas covering 2.800 
square metres, a hotel and conference area covering 3.400 square metres and also facilities for 
cultural activities such as sports facilities. In addition to this the area of activity will accommodate 
up to 45 holiday flats. 
3. A yachting marina, a house for marine use, a quay and also the possibility of creating a new 
beach (Forslag til LOKALPLAN 360-1 S:5).  
 
Dannemare Marinapark will be located near the long stretch of dike facing the Baltic Sea in the southern part 
of Lolland, about 12 kilometres from Rødbyhavn and a two hour drive from Copenhagen in an area which 
otherwise is characterized by summerhouses. Through the types of holiday services, which are offered by 
the three areas, is indeed thought to attract resourceful tourists. Dannemare Marinapark is planned to be a 
luxury resort with a focus on the personal experience of well-being. The role of the surrounding environment 
is only through the function of harbour for pleasure crafts, beach for bathing, to some extent in connection to 
the sport facilities and for recreation in separated nature areas, though these are not decided on yet. 
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The area planned to be Dannemare Marinapark (Forslag til LOKALPLAN 360-1 S: 4).  
 
The plan is to be carried out with the Localplan 360-1 S, which in total coves 23 hectares, and a supplement 
to this plan. The purpose of the Localplan is: 
 
1. To provide the possibility of building summerhouses and an area of activity at Dannemare Beach. 
2. To make certain that the buildings to the greatest extent are in harmony with the surrounding 
landscape. 
3. To provide access to the coast through paths from the area included in the district plan.  
4. To make certain that the buildings and etcetera are integrated with the highest considerations for the 
natural qualities in the area. 
5. To provide road access to the public road Langholmvej by a connecting road along the areas 
northern boundary from Langholmvænget to Østervej (Forslag til LOKALPLAN 360-1 S:17). 
 
The supplement to the Localplan has the purpose of providing the necessary connection between finacial 
resources and the intensions from the communeplan and is also a plan strategy for the establishment of the 
new holiday resort at Dannemare Beach. The Communeplan Supplement 360-1 S is in agreement with the 
guidelines stated in the Regional Plan for Storstrøms Amt and with the Town Plan 93.  
Though Lolland Commune, in addition to the Localplan, has worked out an Environmental Impact 
Assessment of the District Plan 360-1 S. The proposals are submitted for public hearing from the 19th Marts 
to the 16th May 2007 (http://www.lolland.dk/Politik_og_planer/Planer/Planer_i_offentlig_h%C3%B8ring.aspx).  
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Part of the area today (Forslag til Miljøvurdering af lokalplan 360-1 S: 4). 
 
A great part of the area consists of three forms of nature: open streams, beach meadows and forests of 
reeds, which are protected by §3 in the Nature Protection Act. Additionally there are registered lizards, tree 
frogs and green coloured toads, which are protected by the EU’s habitat directive (article 12, attachment IV) 
and whose habitats has to be respected. The area is not identified as a Natura 2000 area, but includes types 
of nature that are protected by the Nature Protection Act, chapter 2, §3. §3 deals with lakes, streams, 
heaths, marchlands, beach meadow, swamps, meadows, open grazing lands and etcetera. It states that 
changes are not to be made in the condition of these forms of nature, which are selected as protected areas 
by the Environment Minister as proposed by the county council, when these forms of nature are bigger than 
2.500 square metres as a connected whole (http://147.29.40.91/_GETDOCM_/ACCN/A20040088429-
REGL).   
 
The 31st October 2006 Storstrøms Amt has evaluated that the construction of the holiday resort does not 
cause major environmental impact and therefore the construction is not comprised of the VVM-rules in The 
Planning Act §6c. The Environmental Impact Assessment that was carried out by a private consultancy firm 
in collaboration with Lolland Communes Technique and Environment Department stated though, that the 
area of activity could have an impact on the species of animal in the protected beach meadows, because 
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part of the protected beach meadows will disappear with the construction of holiday houses, hotel and 
wellness– and conference centre. The assessment believes that the construction on the one hand could 
have a negative influence on the stretch of coast, but one the other that the area could gain a high degree of 
architectural value. The overall conclusion of The Environmental Impact Assessment is that there are no 
major environmental impacts related to the construction of the marinapark. Teamleader of the planning 
department and informant on this paper, Trine Kristoffersen, also supports the assessment:  
 
“Det (marinaparken) er vurderet og der er ikke noget I projektet som sådan, der 
ødelægger omgivelser. Tværtimod tager de hensyn, og man har indlagt nogle 
naturområder i projektet”. 
 
As an alternative to the marinapark, the previous planned traditional summerhouse development has been 
evaluated. The conclusion is that the planned summerhouses to a greater degree would not allow for the 
possibility of recreational, outdoor display and public access and would not fully consider animal- and plant 
life in the area. Additionally the area would suffer from the impact of businesses related to a summerhouse 
area (Forslag til Miljøvurdering af lokalplan 360-1 S: 15).  
 
The localplan requires that "the buildings to the greatest extent are in harmony with the surrounding 
environment" and that "the build features are integrated with the highest consideration for the natural 
qualities in the area". Environmental concerns are included and required in the localplan, but a valuation in 
the local authorities is still made through their wanting of the marinapark, the promised architectural value of 
the project and it all seems patched up by the idea of restoring the damages on nature afterwards in 
designated nature areas. Below we pin out three contradictions and dilemmas of planning that we see in the 
project: 
 
- Firstly, the assessment concludes that the animal life, both protected and non-protected 
animals, will suffer because the protected beach meadows and streams might sustain 
damage which will affect the animals' habitats (Forslag til Miljøvurdering af lokalplan 
360-1 S: 6), still this does not have any consequences on the construction of the 
marinapark and it is not even commented on in the conclusion (Forslag til Miljøvurdering 
af lokalplan 360-1 S: 19).  
- Secondly, it is a private consultancy (www.svaj.dk) that made The Environmental Impact 
Assessment under guidance from the Technique and Environment department in 
Lolland Commune. The consultancy is paid by Lolland Commune to make an 
assessment regarding the potential development in the area, which, if positive, could 
mean a future permanent partnership between the consultancy and the commune.  
- Finally the marinapark is expected to attract tourists, create workplaces and in the final 
analysis bring growth to Lolland Commune. From one point of view this is not a bad 
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thing, but in connection to the first contradiction, it does make you wonder just how 
much attention is paid to the environment.  
 
The Environmental Impact Assessment estimates that habitat areas will be affected, but hopes that the 
negative influence can be avoided if the commune decides to insert some nature territories in the area 
(Forslag til Miljøvurdering af lokalplan 360-1 S: 16). Still it seems as if these precautionary measures are 
being implemented after the destruction of the habitats. In other words is it okay to disrupt the surroundings if 
you afterwards try to re-build them?  
The Marinapark is marketed as a park located in beautiful surroundings and nature (Forslag til Miljøvurdering 
af lokalplan 360-1 S: 22) but is it at the expense of nature itself and will this settlement destroy what it came 
to enjoy and use? It is difficult to say, but according to the contradiction that significant negative effects on 
animal and plant life is recognized, and still they continue the project, leads us to say something about a 
view of nature, where nature is prioritized lower than the hope for economic growth and where the desired 
outcome and the intended goals for the project is thus tourism of the more wealthier type and we cannot 
reject the significance of branding it might bring to Lolland.  
Furthermore the park is expected to have a high architectural quality (Forslag til Miljøvurdering af lokalplan 
360-1 S: 7), which might be valued higher in relation to the environment. It all depends on how you value 
something and what you think is more important, if you understand nature as is represented by the 
wilderness paradigm or by the cultural landscape paradigm.  
Building a holiday resort in this way is a clear example of areaplanning with the viewpoint of the cultural 
landscape paradigm. Nature in this area is already transformed into the cultural landscape most notably 
because of the dike from an earlier period. Nature is perceived as something in connection to humans, that 
people can benefit from and exploit for their desired activities. Furthermore the Marinapark will contribute 
positively to Lolland Commune in regard to growth:  
 
 “Projektet vil skabe arbejde, der svarer til 52 årsværk. Dertil bidrager projektet 
til at gøre Lolland-Falster til et sted med en bred vifte af tilbud indenfor turisme” 
(Dannemare Marina Park - nyt ferieparadis på Lolland:9).   
 
With this project it seems as though Lolland Commune has valued tourism, employment and growth higher 
than protection of the environment, because they continue with the project plans though the negative effects 
on animals, habitats and plants has been stated. It seems justified to them, through the thought of being able 
to re-establish the types of nature afterward in designated and regulated nature areas. Carrying through with 
this project we do not say, that Lolland commune does not want to protect the environment, but only point 
out their intentions and view of nature, that lies behind this planning, and as well Lolland are in a situation 
where they are more dependent on creating growth and a better image for the commune in the future, than 
protecting a small, an in the large scale, insignificant area of nature. On a shorter term it seems reasonable 
for Lolland commune to be more focused on the economic growth and development of the villages, but on a 
longer term it might be a problematic disposition.  
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Five summerhouse areas 
 
In the summer of 2004 the Danish Parliament moved an amendment in the planning act, which gives the 
Environment Minister authority to expand existing summerhouse areas with up to 8000 new sites intended 
for summerhouses (cf. law No 455 of June the 9th 2004). The law states that the expansion of summerhouse 
areas is to respect a number of provisions:  
 
• The physical expansion is to take place behind an existing summerhouse area in the direction away 
from the coast and cannot happen in areas covered by the Nature Protection Act §8 on preservation 
of sand dunes or §15 on beach protection.  
• The expansion of an existing summerhouse area is primarily to happen in peripheral areas. 
Additionally the law states that when deciding expansions of summerhouse areas, the Minister has 
to be persuaded that the expansion will have an economical effect in the local areas.  
• In the mean time the law states that the Minister, during that process of deciding which 
summerhouse areas are to be expanded, has to be persuaded that the expansion does not 
disregard significant interest in nature protection and landscape.  
• The conditions mentioned above can be departed from on the small islands, if it stems from a 
valuation between interest in nature protection, interest in landscape and the anticipated economical 
effect in the local areas. The small islands are defined as the 27 little islands, which are comprised 
by the Ø-støtteloven ("island-support Act") (Landsplandirektiv for udvidelse af sommerhusområder i 
kystnærhedszonen, juni 2005:4).  
 
In connection with this amendment, the Environment Minister reported that, with regional development in 
mind, a study should be initiated on the possibilities of placing additionally up to 500 new sites for 
summerhouses i.e. in the Region of Zealand with focus on Lolland. The directive on expansion of 
summerhouse areas close to the coastal zone on Lolland, Femø and Fejø is an extension of this statement.  
The proposal for a directive opens up the possibility of expanding 5 summerhouse areas in the new Lolland 
Commune with a total of up to 500 sites for summerhouses. Two of the areas are located on the western 
part of the south coast of Lolland and three of the areas are located on the small islands, Femø and Fejø 
(Landsplandirektiv for 5 sommerhusområder i kystnærhedszonen på Lolland, Femø og Fejø, januar 2007:9).  
On Fejø, in example, there are plans to build 50 summerhouses. Today 650 people live on the island. The 
island has been able to reverse the development from depopulation to stabilization in population. There has 
been a lot work done to obtain newcomers to the island, where the emphasize on tourism plays an important 
role in an overall strategy to bring life to the island.  
The target group among possible summerhouse owners are people, who find the island life charming and 
who want to be a part of a small community. A second target group are families, who want their children to 
experience the romance of life in a local community. Storstrøms Amt has evaluated that 50 new sites for 
summerhouses will help boost the economical development on the island. From an overall view it has been 
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evaluated that a gentle expansion in summerhouses in the area will not have significant negative impacts on 
the landscape. The coastline and the water area directly south of the desired area is a Natura 2000 area.  
 
                           
Illustration of the zone division in the area around the new summerhouses. (Landsplandirektiv for 5 
sommerhusområder i kystnærhedszonen på Lolland, Femø og Fejø, januar 2007:14). 
 
In connection with the local planning it is therefore necessary to make an evaluation of the consequences 
regarding new houses for the protection interests in the Nature 2000 area. The Nature 2000 area is primarily 
a habitat for birds. An important initiative in connection with the habitat is information and education on 
considerate behaviour.   
The overall conclusion of summerhouses in Lolland Commune is that there are no major environmental 
impacts related to the construction of the summerhouses and that the expansion does not disregard 
significant interest in nature protection and landscape (Landsplandirektiv for 5 sommerhusområder i 
kystnærhedszonen på Lolland, Femø og Fejø, januar 2007:15).  
.  
The expansion overall is expected to have an economical effect in the local areas i.e. growth in workplaces 
and economy and an increasing turnover in trade, retailing and service firms on Lolland. Estimates made by 
Rambøll Management show that by 2010 the expansion in summerhouses will generate a higher commune 
income of 9, 9 million Danish crones for Lolland Commune solely due to the increase in employment 
(Etablering af 500 nye sommerhusgrunde på Lolland. Analyse og beregning af regionaløkonomiske 
effekter:38). 
 
In our view the biggest concern is the deviation of environmental demands on the small islands if the 
anticipated economical effect outweighs the environmental interests. This means that if the areas are not a 
Natura 2000 area or are protected by §3 in the Nature Protection Act, the importance of protecting nature will 
probably not be as high as the economic interests in building summerhouses. The summerhouse area on 
Fejø is placed close to a Natura 2000 area and could, according to the directive and to the interview with the 
teamleader of the planning department, Trine Kristoffersen, have an impact on the habitat for birds 
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(Landsplandirektiv for 5 sommerhusområder i kystnærhedszonen på Lolland, Femø og Fejø, januar 
2007:14). She believes, that the project on Fejø is problematic in regards to natural concerns and she hopes 
that the project will be carried through with at least fewer summerhouses or further away from the coastline. 
(note/quote).  
The Danish Ministry of Environment received 211 objections through the period of public hearing for two of 
the five planned summerhouse areas, which made them change the national planning directive for the two 
areas: 
“Vi har været igennem en proces, hvor der er kommet 211 høringssvar fra 
naboer, kommuner og foreninger. Efter at have læst svarene grundigt igennem 
foreslår vi nu en mindre justering, fordi de landskabelige værdier visse steder 
samlet set har vist sig at have større betydning end de lokaløkonomiske 
effekter. Vi har nu et samlet direktiv med en god balance. De nye sommerhuse 
vil skabe vækst og udvikling i yderområder uden at vi går på kompromis med 
beskyttelsen af naturen, miljøet og landskaberne præcist sådan som det var 
formålet med loven" (Endelig plan for nye sommerhuse. pressemeddelelse 22. 
juni 2005).  
 
The three remaining summerhouse projects in Lolland Commune will however continue unaffected, because 
of the lack of objections from environmental organizations and neighbours.   
 
Seen through the view of the paradigms one must say, that the intention behind the extension of the five 
summerhouse areas basically is represented in the cultural landscape paradigm, because the project's ideal 
is to attract human activities and economic resources to the local communities. Another ideal in the project is 
to give people better opportunity to enjoy the surrounding natural values that Lolland consists of and that the 
commune wants to market more strongly. The idea of summerhouses is basically to be located in areas with 
what is perceived as nature of high quality, for people to enjoy the free space and tranquility that it offers.  
 
The Realdania project of villages and rural districts 
 
 
Lolland Commune turns the attention on developing sustainable strategies for the life on the country in co-
operation with Realdania21. The project will cost 195 million Danish crones, of which Realdania will contribute 
105 million crones. The idea and motif with the new project “Landsbyer og Landdistrikter” is not first of all to 
create economical growth in the areas as a whole, but on the other hand to maintain and improve the 
                                                 
21 In 1851 the future ’Realkredit Danmark’ was founded as an association, which lend money in return of mortgage in 
real estate. In 2000 ‘Realkredit Danmark A/S’ merged with ‘Danske Bank A/S’ and the fortune from the merger was 
decided to belong to the public good, and that the money should not be divided among the members. The new objective 
is to support non-profit charities in the entire Denmark primarily within build-up areas and at the same time operate an 
investment company. The ‘Realdania’ has so to speak developed from a mortgage provider and into the Realdania 
foundation(http://www.realdania.dk/AboutRealdania/Form%C3%A5l+og+Historie.aspx).    
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qualities and potentials that exist in the peripheral areas today. Special emphasis will be placed on the 
qualities, which are experienced as short supplies in the city areas, e.g. nature, open space and peace and 
quiet (Projektet Landdistrikter og Landsbyer på vej mod fremtiden. Projektplan 2. februar 2007:6).  
 
     
Restored farmbuilding in a small rural village.               A farmer on a lady's bike meeting someone he knows. 
 
The project involve among other things a demonstration project in Lolland Commune, where attention will be 
drawn to the site-specific potentials and the established strengths, especially villages and the environment in 
the country, which have varied framework such as: 
• Villages with manor houses 
• Villages in relation to nature 
• Villages by the coast 
• Villages as suburb to the city 
• Villiages a long the express roads 
Nature, the physical environment, cultural heritage, landscape qualities and local area planning are the 
centre of attention. The goal is to create unique and beautiful local villages, which are more appealing in 
respect to settlement and tourism. The activities will include everything from condemnation of residual 
buildings with the aim to shut down all or part of villages, over urban development of otherwise worn down 
city areas, to the involvement of citizens (Partnerskabsaftale mellem Realdania & Lolland Kommune 
Landsbyer og Landdistrikter på vej mod fremtiden: 4-5).  
The mayor of Lolland Commune, Stig Vestergaard, states that the Realdania project “Landsbyer og 
Landdistrikter” is in line with the overall political objectives and strategies in Lolland Commune:  
 
“Vi er utrolig glade for at deltage som partner i Realdanias projekt Landsbyer 
og Landdistrikter. I vores udviklingsplan er egnsudvikling og bosætning to af de 
højst prioriterede fokusområder, og vi er i den forbindelse meget 
opmærksomme på, at vi både skal synliggøre og videreudvikle de kvaliteter, 
som adskiller os positivt fra f.eks. storbyen”  
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(http://www.realdania.dk/Presse/Pressemeddelelser+2007/Pressemeddelelser
+2007/Landsbyer+og+landdistrikter+03-01-07.aspx?q=lolland%20landsby).   
 
The Realdania project is in our opinion the most positive of the three cases implemented in Lolland 
Commune. The project addresses the already positive elements which Lolland can use to attract tourists 
which is exactly what the commune ought to do. In this case the positive elements are community, attractive 
villages and solidarity. These are all concept, which will appeal to the majority of metropolitans.   
 
13.1 The planning dilemmas in Lolland Commune 
 
This section concludes upon the four physical planning projects, which is followed by a discussion of the 
future possibilities, dilemmas and barriers of development that marginal areas are facing in relation to 
environmental issues and land use planning, whereas the four projects can be seen as examples of the 
current strategy and focus in the two areas. 
  
Nature as a touristy quality in Lolland 
 
In conclusion, the main focus in the marinapark and in some degree for the summerhouse area, are to 
strengthen the tourism profile of Lolland Commune. The Marinapark attracts a specific type of tourists, for 
holidays of a shorter period, whereas a summerhouse area generally attracts tourists that often stay for 
longer periods of time and thus elaborate more connections to the specific place. As already concluded in 
this paper Lolland Commune has potentials they can use in order to attract tourists. Some of the attributes 
attached to the peripheral communes are first and foremost the stationary fixed qualities, that to some extent 
contrast the qualities of the urban and central areas: nature, landscape and the cultural heritage.  
 
“Det er naturen [Lolland Commune spiller på], det er miljøet. Den ro der er,   
som kontrast til en stor by” (TK:4).     
 
The cultural attributes are market towns, farms, villages and fishing villages. Other important concepts are 
community, values and identity (Ny dynamik i Danmarks yderområder: 79), which are the parameters that 
have to be connected with Lolland. The Realdania project is to a greater extent initiated to strengthen the 
rural districts and small villages in the commune and the focus and consequences are dealt with later in this 
section. 
 
The planning division in marginal areas has to respond to many challenges and dilemmas in the future. One 
of the dilemmas is the combination of planning for tourist, permanent residents and nature: 
If nature helps attract tourists, then nature must be preserved and used as a resource in order for Lolland to 
keep up this environmental profile, but on the other hand tourists mean more summerhouses, more wellness 
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centers and better infrastructure. All of these future constructions will probably push the boundaries of 
regulation or test the environmental concerns to its limits. Today the communes have more authority to 
influence environmental questions and one could fear that the environmental considerations are pushed 
aside for the possibility of economical growth. This is exactly what the Danish Society for Nature 
Conservation fears:  
 
”Danmarks Naturfredningsforening frygter, at kommunerne vil favorisere lokal, 
økonomisk vækst på bekostning af langsigtede natur- og miljøinteresser”. 
(DN’s høringssvar på love om kommunal reformen:2).      
 
Nature is an important factor in the marginal areas. First and foremost it is the foundation of the two most 
important occupations in the rural districts: agriculture and tourism. Secondly the closeness to nature a long 
with peace and quiet are essential factors for people moving from the cities and to the country.   
Part of the tourists-dilemma is also the fact that tourists only come in the summertime, as with the ambivalent 
effects of the extensions of the summerhouse areas. The problem is that tourists-related businesses can 
stay open for only the summer season and will shut down the rest of the year. This development means that 
Lolland Commune will have a lot more residents during the summer and that the area might by half empty 
during the other seasons. Is it relevant to plan for tourists if they leave at the end of august? On the other 
hand the small villages in the commune already stand half empty and are in a kind of developmental 
vacuum. Summerhouse guests could then be a surviving factor for the local and depopulating villages. 
Environmentally summerhouses are straining in the way that summerhouse areas is mostly localized close to 
the coastline, where nature is more vulnerable and difficult for it self to restore. An increased population in 
the summerperiod would damage animals and plants. On the other hand side, summerhouse owners are 
there to enjoy the qualities of nature. That is possible if not too many people are doing the same. 
Summerhouse owners are often the most engaged in protecting the surrounding environment. We will 
discuss later how we can decode or understand the view of nature that is underlying the extensions of the 
summerhouse areas, the Realdania project and the marinapark. What type of nature are the projects aiming 
for? Or in other words; what type and experience of nature are they offering the tourists or "half-time 
inhabitants"? 
 
14. Concrete case in Venise Verte 
The bicycleplan 
(see the map of the bike tracks’ localization in appendix)  
The bicycle-plan in Venise Verte is carried through by the state run Park of Marais-Poitevin and thus the 
planning project does not take on the local level as in the projects of Lolland. The goal of the bicycle-plan is 
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to increase and improve the cycling activity in almost every municipality (town/village) in Venise Verte. It is a 
very comprehensive plan that covers almost the entire area. One of the imminent objectives in the plan is to 
finish 14 km crossing four municipalities before 2008. The too short duration of tourists on Venise Verte (half 
a day) and the fact that one in two French person goes to holydays with the bicycle, actuated planners to 
think about a new alternative plan to attract more people in Venise Verte.  
The bike-plan is actually one of several different actions concerning a national program called “vélo-routes, 
voie verte” (bike-roads, green ways) managed in Poitou-Charentes by the program “bike-roads, green ways: 
Niort-Ocean”. The bicycle-plan is part of this regional plan and the regional plan “Niort-Ocean” depends on 
three other local plans managed by the department. The bicycle-plan is one of these three plans. In this 
example we can see the articulation between the different scale of power and theirs administrative levels. 
But if the department is managing the bicycle-plan it is through the interregional park of Marais-Poitevin 
which draw the track’s plotting. The park also has some main directives to follow and cannot act 
independently. The interregional park, as we have seen in the chapter concerning its competences, must 
harmonize the actions on the bike-plan with the two others local plans which are localized on two regions 
and three different departments. 
 
The bicycle-plan was, until 2004, based upon the activity of creating bicycle tracks along the main river 
called “La Sèvre Niortaise”. But as we will see further, the plan had to be changed under the pressure from 
the association and a rapport from publics detectives. Now the bike plan has been changed and consists of 
three following plots:  
 
1. Creation of new walking and bicycle tracks in different materials and, since 2004, the repairing 
and securing of old existing paths.  
2. Establishment of parking areas close to touristy interest points and bicycle tracks that provide 
easy access for tourists of riding between the different touristy interest points of the Venise 
Verte.  
3. Communication actions through signposting of and on the tracks. This should promote actions 
through edition of maps (see in annex) showing the different itineraries and animated by the 
propositions of touristy products (hosting, tourism housing, restoration etc.). 
 
The following pictures illustrate the new tracks and the tracks not yet restored and give an impression of the 
territory, the bicycle-plan and show which visible expression the park has decided to give the plan in order to 
attract certain types of tourists and locals.  
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The visible expression of new and existing tracks in Venise Verte 
 
        
Bicycle track in wood                      Bicycle track in limestone  
 
The limestone is also used for cover up the old existing ways inscribed on the bike plan’s plotting. (All 
pictures are from www.parc-marais-poitevin.fr).   
             
            Footbridge in wood. 
             
Old track. Probably to be recovered by limestone.       Footbridge in metal painted in green. 
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Management and maintenance of the bicycle tracks 
 
One of the administrative problems regarding this plan has to do with the responsibility of the maintenance of 
the tracks, which is essential because they are used by bigger and bigger agricultural machines (because of 
the possibility leading up by the regrouping of lands) and therefore gets more and more destroyed. To 
answer to this necessity, the department and the interregional park have elaborated a “Maintenance guide”, 
which is validated by the Regional Direction of Environment. Through this guide, the decisions concerning 
maintenance are consigned to the park by the department that then has to follow the “maintenance guide”. 
Afterwards the park consigns the making of maintenance to an association called “Association for Social 
Insertion by the Marais Poitevin’s protection and maintenance".  
 
14.1 Dilemmas in areaplanning in Venise Verte 
 
The directives of the bicycle-plan were changed after an administrative tribunal’s decision in 2004. Initially 
the plan only concerned the construction of bicycle tracks along with the main river crossing Venise Verte 
(Sèvre niortaise). However, any case studies have been done concerning environmental impacts before to 
give the plan’s start. Nevertheless, a rapport from general inspectors of environment wrote: 
 
"Les promoteurs des véloroutes, […], méconnaissent les difficultés d’insertion  
dans le milieu naturel et humain et dans le paysage, et la rigueur corrélative qui 
s’impose aux études d’impact" 
(“The bike-road’s promoters, […], are unaware of the difficulties about the 
integration in natural and human milieu and in the landscape, and the 
correlative strictness imposing to the impact’s study”).   
 
In effect, the construction of the tracks were going to be done while the river “Sèvre niortaise” was defined as 
an ecological corridor and must have 10 meters of none-using along its banks in order to preserve the 
biodiversity and its exchanges between earth and water. 
In addition to the environmental impacts concerning this plan, its pedagogic aspect was botch. Bicycle tracks 
exclusively along Sèvre niortaise would not have shown the real and global view of Venise Verte, forgetting 
thus to show most of the features unique of this beautiful area. Without this pedagogic aspect, which was the 
interest of the costly invests on infrastructures. Below is an illustration showing the budgeted total costs of 
the plan of 700.000 euros (approx. 5.250.000 DKK) and the distribution of expenses on the four 
administrative levels involved.  
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Picture showing the expected total costs and the distribution of expenditures (www.parc-marais-poitevin.fr).  
 
Likewise, this track’s plotting along Sèvres niortaise would not have developed the local tourism, forgetting 
thus the local population. All these missing points in the bicycle-plan let up to discontentment from 
associations (ecologists, tourism professional, resident’s associations and so on). 
In 2004, the bike plan saw new directives notably by the cancellation of track constructions along Sèvre 
niortaise for the new track’s construction as well as the management of old existing patrimonial ways going 
more deeply into Venise Verte and avoiding thus too many heavy infrastructures in this fragile territory which 
on top of that is classified as Natura 2000 area. 
But despite the cancellation of track’s constructions and the utilization of existing patrimonial ways, the 
plotting of new tracks require new tracks and footbridges, which are inconvenient in following ways: 
  
1. The construction of the tracks in wood are very costly and their installation in the middle of 
grasslands are completely irrational, firstly in relation to the landscape that is being disnatured. 
Secondly these wooden tracks bring an additional human infrastructure, fatal for the biodiversity. 
Finally these wood tracks are installed on water meadows, which will make their efficiency very short 
in time.  
2. The management of the old existing patrimonial ways by making white ways with limestone obstructs 
a good moistening of the surrounding soils. 
3. The construction of the new bridges makes the boats utilization impossible, though it is the most 
traditional, sustainable and pleasant mean of transport. 
 
An other point is that if the creation of the new tracks is going more deeply and showing the global Venise 
Verte, lets enable tourists to see the beautiful landscapes and nature, it also let them enable to see the 
region’s problems concerning, water’s lacks in summer (dryness), regrouping of land’s problems linked to the 
inadaptable PAC (Common Agricultural Politic) as well as social problems of this marginal area. 
 
In conclusion, we hope that if there will be an economic growth linked to this touristy plan, benefices will be 
partly redistributed in social and agricultural helps in order to preserve and revamp the traditional and 
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sustainable landscapes. In other words the bicycle-plan and other areaplanning projects will need to find a 
way between economic growth that in this area mainly is supported by tourism, environmental durability and 
social progress. This way is popularly understood as sustainable development.  
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15. Discussion of views of nature in areaplanning 
 
Many of the following discussion points springs from certain projects, but are relevant in all of the four 
projects examined above. The first discussion is thus of the dilemma for the local decision making power to 
find a path and a balance between depopulation of rural areas and an economic valuable but to some extent 
environmentally damaging tourism. This problem is, as concluded with the studies above, a continuous 
dilemma in planning, and in that way the following discussion is an example of this classical dilemma with 
the starting point in the case of extending the summerhouses areas. Furthermore this section seeks an 
understanding of the view of nature that appears in the planning projects. We set up the dichotomy of the 
"wilderness paradigm" and the "cultural landscape paradigm" against a dichotomy between the planning for 
"high -" and "low biodiversity". This exercise is set up as a system of coordinates to give an overall 
understanding of the stress field in which the projects and approaches dealt with in this paper to some extent 
can be placed. We believe that the figure makes a good starting point for discussing different views of 
nature, or in other words, for discussing different beliefs of how to reach a planning practice that leads to a 
"good" nature. 
 
Depopulation of marginal areas or emphasis on polluting tourism? 
 
The development or the planning dilemma between depopulating villages and "summerperiod" villages is 
partly caused by the transformation of the Danish society from an agrarian society to today’s industrial 
society, but also because there no longer exists an unbreakable relationship between agriculture and 
villages. The agriculture today is independent of location and is not necessarily bound to the villages. Nor 
have villages use for agriculture, because the villages have developed into regular housing villages without 
noticeable relation to the agrarian production (Ny dynamik i Danmarks yderområder: 51). The result is 
defunct and empty farms ready for demolishing and in the end empty ghost towns. In other words do we plan 
with regard to tourism or towards empty, sleepy villages? 
Parallel to this development the entire Danish production methods are fundamentally changed from a 
manual to a knowledge-intensive production, under which the larger cities, with the right environment for 
knowledge exchange, grow at the expense of the more remote rural districts (Ny dynamik i Danmarks 
yderområder: 48-50). In other words do we plan with regard to tourism or towards empty villages? 
 
These development trends mean that the physical planning is met with different requirements according to 
where you are. In the crowded cities the physical planning has to focus on infrastructure, whereas the 
marginal areas have to focus on the weighing of nature- or growth conditions. In other words do the 
commune base its planning on a realistic recognition of the division between the urban centers and the rural 
outskirt areas? (Ny dynamik i Danmarks yderområder: 78). Until the 1990s the overall planning focused on 
the notion of an equal Denmark as a response to the association of communes: “Det skæve Danmark” 
(www.skaeve-danmark.dk). Today we only speak of a balanced Denmark (cf. “Et Danmark I balance. Hvad 
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skal der gøres?”). Some of the peripheral communes might have to realize that economical growth is 
unrealistic and maybe they have to plan for a life without growth:  
 
“Det er ikke skævt, at man ikke har storbyens kvaliteter ude I det vestlige 
Jylland. Der har man sine egne. Steder er ikke ens og kan ikke blive det. Lige 
vilkår overalt i landet er ikke muligt” (Peder Baltzer Nielsen, kontorchef i 
Landsplanafdelingen i Steensgaard 2004:12).               
 
Others again believe that the empty villages are beyond hope and in order to create a positive image it would 
be easiest to tear down some of the villages and then more strategic single out which villages are worth 
saving:  
“…flere landsbyer rundt omkring i Danmark er så tomme, at de bør nedlægges. 
De forfaldne byer er ikke altid værd at bevare, og derfor bør man gøre sig klart, 
hvilke landsbyer, der skal satses på” (Jørgen Møller, lektor ved Aalborg 
Universitet i TV 2 Nyhederne kl. 19.00 den 22/1-06).   
 
Conclusively dealing with this dilemma of economic growth versus environmental concerns, we image that 
other approaches in areaplanning could be considered. That Lolland could benefit from planning for the 
people and the life lived in the local areas, without the strong focus on efficiency and fast growth. This 
imaginably would leave more space for relatively unregulated nature areas that at the minimum would not 
need to be transformed into areas, regulated and cultivated into, what we perceive is "nice" nature. This 
again touches into a discussion of commodification of nature, which we will not enter thoroughly in this 
project.  
 
Areaplanning for nature or people? – Discussion of views of nature 
 
Another dilemma in the marginal areas is the conflict between planning for nature and planning for people. In 
a romantic view of nature, which we call the "wilderness paradigm", one would plan for the unaffected wild 
nature for instance setting up national parks in order for nature to develop on its own. This idea practices the 
wild, raw and unaffected nature. But will there even be room for people in the unaffected nature? In Denmark 
it will be impossible to make a kind of nature reserve, because there is not any "authentic" nature left in 
Denmark and do we really want fenced off nature where people are not allowed? This view of nature is not 
compatible with today’s society and especially not with marginal areas. From one point of view marginal 
areas cannot afford to let nature be, free from people and maintenance.  
On the other hand the view of nature that celebrates the landscape including dwellings and agricultural and 
industrial production more than the actual nature, will probably create a very low biodiversity and unilateral 
nature if standing alone. This view of nature is as noted earlier represented by the so-called "cultural 
landscape paradigm". 
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A middle course for the marginal areas could be the ‘buffer zone’ concept, which could be divided into center 
areas and border areas. In the center areas biodiversity is the main priority and would mean strict restrictions 
for traffic and usage, whereas the border areas could be used kind of like the regular Danish forests today 
(Benarroch 2006:1). The center areas still have to be maintained otherwise invasive weeds might cover the 
area and create low diversity. This concept would still further tourism and make room for diverse nature.   
 
In our opinion Lolland Commune should shift focus from comparing Lolland on a global scale to focusing on 
local areas. There is a perception, an even stronger after the structural reform, that the communes are in 
competition with each other mainly about the attraction of workforce and workplaces. As we see it, the 
planning division should change the image of Lolland from a poor version of the center areas to a 
sustainable alternative with different qualities and development possibilities. In other words focusing more 
internally than comparing externally. With this in mind the strategies would, as discussed above, first and 
foremost focus on creating quality of life, not growth, in the marginal areas for permanent residents. The goal 
is to create sustainable environments for people living there instead of empty villages. This will in the end 
result in attractive communities both for new settlers and tourists (Partnerskabsaftale mellem Realdania & 
Lolland Kommune Landsbyer og Landdistrikter på vej mod fremtiden:5). The goal is to enhance Lolland's 
identity and enhance the feeling of belonging to a rural district and to value ones local area. An empty, 
sleepy village is much less attractive than a village with a positive image. 
 
The four concrete cases from Lolland and Venise Verte are all examples of how different views of nature 
govern land use planning. In what follows we seek to understand what view of nature has influenced the four 
cases and thus place the four projects in the figure below. We present both the ideal location and the 
realistic location.   
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This figure is a simplified explanation of how to understand different views of nature, which is useful when 
trying to point out what view of nature a specific person, association or project possess. The idea of national 
parks with regular maintenance for instance could be localized in the upper left corner between “wilderness 
paradigm” and high biodiversity.  
 
The visions behind the marinapark are to make the park a place for people, as the commune and the private 
consultancy firm believes, without destroying much of the surrounding nature and at worst they think to 
rebuild the ruined habitats. They vision of the project would probably place the marinapark in the upper right 
corner somewhere between “cultural landscape paradigm” and high biodiversity. The tourists at the 
marinapark will have access to a cultural landscape (lakes, streams, heaths, marchlands, beach meadow, 
swamps, meadows, open grazing lands etcetera) with relatively little maintenance.      
The realistic location however, which we believe makes us place the project in the lower right corner since 
the fragile habitats would be destroyed and a potential rebuilding, a long with the prospect of a lot more 
people in the area, cannot guarantee the same safe habitats for animal- and plant life. 
 
The summerhouse project is a good example of the anthropocentric view of nature and planning of the 
“cultural landscape paradigm”, where the planning is concerned with the interests of people. On one hand 
one could fear a decrease of biodiversity in the areas due to the construction and increased human activities 
in the areas, and thus the summerhouse project belongs to the lower right corner of the figure, with low 
diversity and a belief that nature is somewhat a stage for the needs and desires of people. On the other hand 
the maintenance and regulations of the nearby beach caused by the construction, for instance the possible 
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changing of water flows and clearing of seaweed a long the coast, would probably create higher diversity in 
this specific area. Another positive affect summerhouses could have to biodiversity is the aspect that 
resourceful summerhouse owners often share the "wilderness paradigm's” notion of nature. The purpose of 
summerhouse is often about recreation in "authentic" and wild natural areas. Trends in society or some 
social groups wishes to spend their holydays in the original and untouched nature, while others are seeking 
separated and perfect reproductions of nature, the zoo or the popular bathing resort called Lalandia. The 
latter type of tourists can be said to be attracted by a project like the marinapark, where natural resources as 
the bay and coast is overtaken by human use and completely transferred, from an anonymous coastline with 
birds and habitats the area will soon consist of habour constructions, luxury houses and cultivated and 
purified beach ready-to-use. We will not go deeper into a discussion of the popularity of the two paradigms, 
but the popularity cannot be overlooked as a contributing factor of how 'polluting' current trends in 
areaplanning are. However, we would place the summerhouses with a moderate strive for biodiversity and 
with from a view of nature that belongs to the "cultural landscape paradigm". 
  
The Realdania project aims at improving life in the rural villages for people living there. At the same time 
there will be placed great emphasis on the qualities, which are experienced as short supplies in the city 
areas, e.g. nature and open areas. This would create a relatively higher biodiversity in the areas included in 
the rural district project, or at least a larger diversity of types of nature through which the natural experience 
of using and living in the areas would be more diverse and interesting, with the establishments and 
improvement of run down park areas and former industrial areas. The placement of this project relatively 
between "high biodiversity" and "cultural landscape paradigm" is due to our understanding of the project as 
stemming from a view of nature as something to be used for improving people's everyday life, and thus from 
the "cultural landscape paradigm". The relativity of the paradigm has to do with the fact that it is not 
exploiting natural resources, as could be said with the marinapark, but is supporting those resources in 
relation to both the knowledge we have of what the interests of nature it self are and to the interests people 
have for a diverse nature experience. We find it a good project with an appropriate use of the ideas behind 
sustainable development and also in contact with the idea of development without growth. It is less striving 
towards fast and efficient improvement of the rural life and recognizes that developments and changes in 
different locational contexts takes time and has expenditures that would not immediately be returned.  
 
The bicycle-plan in Venise Verte is constructed in order for people to cycle a long and experience the diverse 
landscape of the area. The area initially has a high biodiversity and except for the center of the villages, the 
entire area is classified as a Natura 2000 area. The objective of the project is to offer a diverse nature 
experience to more people. The signposting on the tracks is in educational purposes, which improves the 
knowledge of the types of nature and of the cultural and historical elements in the area. However the plans 
for construction put the tracks right through a Natura 2000 protected area. A lot has been done in order for 
the nature areas to be least affected, but the tracks will almost certainly ruin protected habitats. On the other 
hand the prospect of more tourists could mean more economical resources, which ideally could be used on 
improving the habitats a long the route, however this statement might be said about all the projects and since 
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no signed agreements had been formed, which would convey some money back to nature, it is probably not 
a realistic conclusion. That is why we place the bicycle-plan in the lower right corner.      
 
The figure above is also useful when explaining the view of nature within Danish and French nature 
management and different associations. The Danish Society for Nature Conservation for instance define 
nature as: 
 
”Natur er det, der kommer af sig selv. Naturens modsætning er det 
menneskeskabte, kultur. Naturen er samtidig kulturens forudsætning, og det er 
ofte mødet mellem natur og kultur, der gør verden interessant. Naturen er 
overalt som elementerne og de dyr og planter, der omgiver os. I Danmark er 
naturens udfoldelsesmuligheder stærkt påvirket og begrænset af menneskets 
brug af landskabet…[bæredygtig udvikling skal] erstatte den hidtidige 
vækstfilosofi med konsekvent indtænkning af hensyn til natur og miljø inden for 
de områder, hvor problemerne skabes; nemlig i den økonomiske politik og 
inden for industri, landbrug, transport, energi m.m.”  
(http://www.dn.dk/sw622.asp + http://www.dn.dk/sw638.asp).   
(”Nature is what appear on its own. The opposite to nature is the man-made, 
culture. Nature is at the same time the precondition of culture and it is often the 
meeting between nature and culture, which makes the world interesting. Nature 
is everywhere as the elements and the animals and plants which surround us. 
Nature’s opportunities for development is in Denmark strongly influenced and 
limited by our use of the landscape…[sustainable development should] replace 
the previous philosophy of growth with its constant limitations of the 
environmental considerations within those areas where the problems are 
created; that is within the economic politics and within agriculture, 
transportation, energy etc.”).    
 
This definition makes it possible to extract the association's understanding of nature and for us to place it in 
our figure. First of all a dualism and conflict appears between humans and nature almost as if people are not 
a part of nature but only the cause of the destruction of nature. Secondly the current politic is criticized for 
being too growth-orientated instead of focusing on sustainable development. Additionally The Danish Society 
for Nature Conservation believes that at least 10 % of the Danish forests area should be changed into 
untouched forests (ecocentric view of nature), where people would have access to the “wild” 
(http://www.dn.dk/sw2294.asp). All of this makes us place The Danish Society for Nature Conservation in the 
upper left corner of the figure between high biodiversity and the “wilderness paradigm”.  
The Danish Outdoor Council (Friluftsrådet) has in many ways the same attitude towards nature as the 
Danish Society for Nature Conservation and is all for national parks, but is more orientated towards making 
nature as accessible to citizens and tourists as possible (anthropocentric view of nature). In 1991 the council 
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published a tourism policy statement: “Hold on to the tourists”, which argued for sustainable tourism 
(http://www.friluftsraadet.dk/page.php?page=7111#Planning). At the same time the council focuses on 
environmental educational and information. We place the Danish Outdoor Council in the upper left corner of 
the figure as well.  
In contrast Danish Agriculture, which consist of all the local Danish Farmer’s Unions, believes that the 
Danish environmental restrictions are too strict: 
 
”Myndighederne har i årtier trin for trin strammet på de samme generelle skruer 
og ignoreret eksistensen af alternativer. Den store dyrkningsflade er ganske 
enkelt reguleret over gevind…De fleste landmænd har som udgangspunkt en 
positiv indstilling til at forbedre natur- og miljøforholdene på deres ejendom. 
Myndighederne har derfor et stort ansvar for at understøtte landmændenes 
velvilje” 
(http://www.dansklandbrug.dk/Presse/Vi_Mener/Miljoreguleringen_er_stramme
t_over_gevind.htm).  
(”For decades the national authorities have stage by stage tighten the same 
general screws and ignored the existence of alternatives. The entire acreage is 
simply regulated too far…Most farmers have at starting point a positive attitude 
towards improving the nature- and environmental conditions on their property. 
In result the authorities have a great responsibility to support the goodwill of the 
farmers”).   
 
The environmental restrictions are too harsh according to Danish Agriculture, but to loosen the regulations 
would in our opinion diffidently decrease biodiversity and would result in a unilateral landscape. The Danish 
Agriculture is therefore located in the lower right corner, between low biodiversity and “cultural landscape 
paradigm”.  
 
This exercise was to show how we can use the figure for understanding or creating some kind of overview of 
the trends and the attitudes towards nature that are in play and thus, we could examine the development of 
which view of nature, that has more power or influence than others. We chose to place just the three 
associations above to highlight from some different antipoles that are taking place in the public, though of 
course placing more and also the French actors in this field, would provide a "more qualified" expression. 
Anyhow, we can say that there seems to be a change in nature management towards national parks and 
untouched nature (“the wilderness paradigm”, romantic and eco-centric view of nature). The natural park in 
Venise Verte, Marais-Poitevin, is a good example of this change. However this change does not show in the 
concrete land use planning in Lolland Commune, where we find that all of the projects, except the Realdania 
project, are situated in the lower right corner of the figure. We can conclude on the basis of our placements 
in the figure, that there is a significant difference between the ideals that the projects have and our more 
realistic or some might say pessimistic, placing of the projects. Again we could probably point out a gab 
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between the ideal and realistic outcomes of planning in the "wilderness paradigm" which we to some extent 
have argued for. The Realdania project is the only case that we find comes close to the ideal expectations of 
it, given that it does focus more on a longer-term development and not with fast economical growth and 
increase in tourism as at least the primary goal. As stated earlier it appears to be more "sustainable" in that it 
puts more emphasis on development in contact with the people living there and thus with the surrounding 
environment. A proper concept for such an approach could be the precautionary principle, in the way that 
one is precautionary and critical towards the planning and leaves time for environments broadly defined, to 
react on the planning before or while the concrete projects are taking place. 
 
 
16. Conclusion 
 
Denmark and France are like most other European countries in general moving towards a multi-level 
governance, where the difference between the traditional hierarchy in the organizational structure is 
dissolving. This change will have enormous effect in the actual planning departments, which have to prepare 
for influential governance networks or coalitions made up by both public and private interests.  
In line with the liberal politic implemented in both countries the process of privatization and extension of 
public services already occurs. Therefore we might see at lot more planning projects, which rely on 
environmental assessments made by or outsourced to private companies as was the case with the 
marinapark in Lolland Commune, where a private consultancy prepared the environmental impact 
assessment. All of this might have a bigger impact in the marginal areas where the resources are fewer and 
consequently result in more planning projects being outsourced to private companies. This would have a 
positive affect in that way that more experts or specialists could exercise influence over the projects. On the 
other hand one might fear that the assessments would favour the underlying position of the commune, if the 
consultancies spot a change for a future partnership.    
 
Planning for a well functioning and more attractive local society seems like an obvious and uncontroversial 
goal for areaplanning in a commune. Having the motifs and reasons for land use planning as discussed in 
relation to the four concrete planning projects above, at a first glance seems uncontroversial. Through 
looking deeper on the motifs and ways of understanding nature, we see that areaplanning carries an implicit 
and normative valuation of what "good" nature is. This is what we think is problematic if it is just blindly 
reproduced and affected changes with the desire for economic growth.  
 
As already concluded the romantic view of nature is not a realistic possibility for Lolland Commune but 
planning for diversity should be. Still most of the projects presented in this paper decrease the areas 
diversity. It is difficult for us to criticize or question the planning of the projects and the view of nature 
connected to the projects, because the commune first and foremost needs to create economic growth in the 
area. The consequences of this view of nature might harm the environment in a long-term perspective and 
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this is why we want to emphasize the argument for ethics and awareness in areaplanning. We recognize that 
planning today is not completely off shore and the discussion above shows as well where the planning 
projects can be said to have that ethical and immaterial dimension being the motif and intention of the 
planning. Thus our concern deals with the planners' awareness of which understanding of nature, that lies 
behind and constitutes the motifs for areaplanning. One could say without sounding too psychological, that 
our normative ideal of "good" planning is a conscious planning. Being critical to own dispositions and 
knowing what you reproduce must be a basic demand, especially when planning and valuating physical 
activities and projects that can have immense effects for other people and nature. 
 
We hope that we, through this project has emphasized the importance of planners being aware of what 
notion of nature they reproduce through their planning. Planning affects the practice of people and their 
perceptions of the surrounding environment. It is thus of great importance to be aware of which condition and 
state of nature and environment we want in the future. Which way do we want to understand and use these 
immaterial and material outcomes from the contact of nature? Do we want nature to be an instrument for 
achieving the maximum outcome for humans or do we want nature to be a never completely understandable 
world of bioprocesses that cannot be subject to humans?  
 
The discussion of ways of understanding nature has to do with which value people prescribe nature, 
utilitarianism or altruism, exchange value or utility value, realism or instrumentalism? The list of dichotomies 
is long. With this project we have not tried to place it in either of these extremes or to reach a definition of 
"the best way of viewing nature in areaplanning", but tried to understand how views of nature can vary in 
different projects and which administrative reality the projects are elaborated within.  
 
17. Perspectives 
 
Dealing with economy versus environmental concerns is a classical paradox and literature offers a wide 
selection of theories, approaches and discussions that this finished project clearly could have benefited from, 
but with the shortage of time and scale of the project we had to deselect on various aspects of the problem 
we dealt with.  
Thematically, we begun the project work by looking at the EU-level and how the EU as an institution has the 
resources to affect the administration of environmental issues in the member countries. We wanted to start 
from the EU-directives concerning environment and nature and then follow these demands through the 
political structures in the two countries down to how they practically are being implemented and appears 
locally in the concrete areaplanning. In such a project we would have taken the point of departure in the EU-
directive of Environmental Assessments of Plans and Programs in relation to change of land use, which 
through a change of the Environmental Target Act and in the Danish context is to be taken care of by the 
communes since 2007. We would have liked to emphasize more specifically which kind of affects the 
structures would have on the natural environment, and thus examine in which administrative boundaries we 
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are placing the ecosystems, following the idea that nature and environment does not care about 
administrative and ownership boundaries. This is one of the curiosities that carried us through the project. 
Following that notion, nature is not part of this world, meaning the world of abstract and human created 
phenomenons as for instance money and administration.  
Philosophically, we could have taken a firmer standpoint by looking from a classical critical theoretical point 
of view and discussing commodification of natural values and elaborating more on the relation between 
utilitarianism and altruism in society and the physical expressions stemming from it. The utilitarian view about 
nature being interpreted as something for the human use, and the altruistic view with the standpoint that 
humans can prioritize the self-running processes of ecosystems over own desires.  
We use the notions of two so-called "paradigms" for that discussion, where maybe we would have wanted to 
approach the field of administrative structures' and the successive areaplanning practice's consequences in 
nature, with an above mentioned stronger theoretical and philosophical basis.  
Theoretically, we would still like to evaluate which of the two countries' structure that best promotes the view 
of nature we are pleading for in the paper. Maybe a stronger theoretical approach could have made that 
understanding more accessible. A stronger theory would also include more emphasis on public management 
theories to understand the development of the administrations and the consequences that they bring for the 
reality they are administrating and affecting. We never quite reached that connection between structural 
practice and consequences, here meaning the effects on, ideally, nature's possibilities to interfere in 
planning, but of course peoples' or organizations possibilities to speak on behalf of nature. Benefiting more 
from the theories of especially multi-level governance and new public management would here have 
contributed to the depths in our discussions.  
The connection between structures and reality that we did reach was not less important; in that studying the 
four concrete planning projects provided a valuable window to the thoughts and priorities in planning in the 
two countries.  
Methodologically, we initiated the project by wanting to "listen" to the problems existing in the land use 
planning on the local level. We believed, and still do, that it would provide the best and most up-to-date basis 
for understanding the dilemmas and the stress fields they are dealing with in local areas. The interview we 
made with the planning leader in Lolland commune had somewhat other results. Given that she mentioned 
problems, which we found to be too subjective and too single standing to constitute the basis for our project 
work. A proper basis for this kind of project would, in the a somewhat hermeneutical and phenomenological 
approach we begun by taking, have required a stronger emphasis on qualitative interviews through a variety 
of interviews with Lolland commune or other contributing actors in this field, as the Danish Nature 
Association (Dansk Naturfredningsforening) as well as interviews with the French planning authority and 
critical voices in France. It was not possible to retrieve the information from the French side due to distance, 
language confusions and unevenness of the tasks on the environmental area, which made it very difficult to 
make a meaningful comparison of the two planning practices. We believe that we to some extent evened out 
that unbalance through the comparison of the two structures and through discussing the information that was 
accessible, of a concrete areaplanning project in Venise Verte with three projects in Lolland.  
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Having more time we would have either strengthened our theoretical approach and maybe making it a more 
firm study of present and future possibilities for local administration in marginal areas between the two 
concerns, treating the structures less descriptive and thus having a larger focus on the barriers of a "better" 
environment, that we might find in the field of planning practice. Or maybe we would have gone back to the 
initial praxis approach, putting the issues from the empery first and in connection on to that strengthen it 
through a larger variety of interviews, an extended use of (participatory) observations and possibly also a 
use of questionnaires and statistics about planning projects in the same or in other areas, which would give a 
larger but more diffuse insight into the public administration of areaplanning. We find this administrative order 
interesting, because of its notably deliberate way of affecting what surrounds us. Then one can begin to 
question if the affects are good enough, or what could be changes? - And a further study with the basis in 
the one just finished, could be more application-oriented as to seek specific suggestions or pointing out 
useful problems in the general and to some extent maybe naïve question of just how to change the public 
structure into being able to lead a more ecological and environmentally sustainable society? 
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Ferdinancen for Lolland Kommune marts 2007.  
(http://www.lollandkommune.dk/Politik_og_planer/Planer/Planer_i_offentlig_h%C3%B8ring.aspx).  
Den 18.04.07 
 
Landsplandirektiv for 5 sommerhusområder i kystnærhedszonen på Lolland, Femø og Fejø, januar 2007, 
Udarbejdet i samarbejde med Storstrøms Amt og Ravnsborg og Rudbjerg kommuner (Fra 2007 Region 
Sjælland og Lolland Kommune), Miljøministeriet, Skov- og Naturstyrelsen, 2007. 
(http://www.skovognatur.dk/NR/rdonlyres/BFAC149B-F462-4B49-90E5-
2E104B5F8B1E/33709/LPD_NyLolland8.pdf).   
Den 18.04.07 
 
20. Appendix 
 
20.1 Map of protected Natura 2000 areas concerning the Marais Poitevin. 
 
20.2 Map of bike tracks concerning the Bicycle-Plan in the Marais Poitevin. 
 
20.3 Transcription of the interview with teamleader of Planning in Lolland commune, Trine 
Kristoffersen, April 2007. 
